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PRESIDENTS SECRETARIAT

New Delhi, the 26th January 1982

No. I-Pres,|83.—The President is pleased to approve the
iward of the "VAYU SENA MEDAL/AIR FORCE ME-
DAL" to the undermentioned personnel for acts of excep-
tional devotion to duty or courage:—

1. Group Captain OM KUMAR CHHABRA (5675) FLY-
ING (PILOT)

Group Captain Om Kumar Chhabra was commissioned in
the Indian Air Force on 7th February, 1959. He has to his
credit over 7300 Hours of accident-free flying, out of which
over 2500 hours have been on mcritime roJe and over 3000
hours on instructional flying. He had the distinction of being
awarded Master Green rating as a young pilot in less than
six years of service on super constelletion aircraft. He has,
today, the distinction of being one of the few AI instructors
in the Air Force, In addition, he holds 'A' Master Green
category on Dekotas, super Constellations and HS-748 which,
in the Air Force, is the highest achievement, a pilot can
aspire for.

Group Captain Chhabra has been commanding one of the
transport Squadrons since July, 1979. Since October, 1979,
shortage of aviation gas of 100| 130 octane began to have an
adverse effect. It was therefore decided to induct HS 748 for
air maintenance'role. Though the serial trials on this aircraft
have been carrying on since 1972, no conclusive data wai
available to find out the fitness of this aircraft for the pur-
pose. The challenging task of finding out its feasibility for
operations in the Eastern Sector was entrusted to Group
Captain Chhabra. He carried out the trials flying in narrow
vallies and difficult terrain, even in turbulent conditions. It
was hecause of the dedication to duty and flyinfj acumen of
the officer that the worthiness of this aircraft is now being
effectively utilised for air maintenance operations/role.

Group Captain Om Kumar Ghhabra has thus displayed
high i professional competence and exceptional devotion to
duty. '

2, Wing ..Commander BAPU RAGHAVENDRA RAO
MADffAVA RAO VSM (5944) AERONAUTICAL
ENGINEERING (MECHANICAL)

Wing. Commander Bapu Raghavcndra Rao Madh&va Rao
was, commissioned in the Technical Branch of the Indian
Air Force on 21st June, 1960. During the two decades of hit
dedicated service, he has held various important and chal-
lenging appointments with distinction. For his outstanding
contribution in the raising of a modern base repair depot, he
,wa« awarded the, Vishisht Seva Medal in 977. As Deputy,
Director incharge of maintenance of MTG- 21 fleet since July,
1978, his whole hearted involvement, intelligent planning
and effective management of the weapon systems have
yielded1 remarkable results.

Wing Commander Madhava Rao found that a large num-
ber of aircraft Were falling due for replacement of nose and
main undercarriages on life expiry. He arranged for fatigue
testa to be carried out within the clountry, as a result of
which it was possible to safely increase the life of the under-
carriages to coincide with the life expiry of the aircraft. Thus,
grounding of a larpe number of aircraft was avoided and
saying of several lakht of rupeef in foreign exchange wat
affected. • :~y '

A large number of costly components of MTG 21 aircraft
were nearinK completion of calendar life specified by the
manufacturers. Wing Commander Madhava Rao initiated an
extensive programme of scientific tests and trials for ascer-
taining the safe calendar life of these components, As a
result of this extraordinary measure, it was possible to fix the
calendar life to 15 years and thereby improve the availability
of rotablcs for smooth sustenance of the fleet.

A very serious problem, which had almost defied solution,
was that of corrosion of MIG engines in the saline atmos-
phere of the Air Force Stations. Wing Commander Madhava
Rao arranged close monitoring of various preventive methods
on the engine. Finally, with the help of the specialists of
HAL: a long term solution has been evolved. Implementa-
tion of this preventive measures has shown very encouraging
results, Having carried out a detailed study of the various
causes of engine flame out, Wing Commander Madhava Rao
Has initiated a number of preventive and corrective memurei

in conjunction with the manufacturers, overhaul agency and
the operating units. During the past nine months, there has
not been a single case of engine name out in the air or on the
ground. He has ierved the cause of MIG 21 fleet in an exem-
plary manner.

Wing Commander Bapu Raghavendra Rao Madhava Rao
has thus displayed professional competence, leadership capa-
bilities and devotion to duty of an exceptional order.

3. Wing, Commander MANMOHAN SINGH VASUDEVA
(6128), FLYING (PILOT)

Wing Commander Manmohan Singh Vasudeva was com-
missioned in May, 1961. During the past twenty years he has
achieved fully operational status on three different fighter "i1""
craft, namely Hunter, Gnat and Mig 21. The Officer has
more than 800 accident-free flying hours on Mig 21 aircraft.
He has served in four Mig squadrons as senior pilot. Flight
Commander and subsequently as Squadron Commander.
Also, he has. spent over a year and halt on production testing
flying five types of aircraft, including a transport type. He
has, in addition, successfully completed the Defence Services
Staff College and Surface to Air Guided Weapon coursei
and is a , Fighter Combat Leader of recognised repute.

In January, 1978, the Officer was posted to a forward
base as, Chief Operations Officer. Undaunted by the handi-
cap of being the only officer posted to Ops wing he
undertook with drive and determination, the reorganisation
of the entire Ops Wing to gear it to undertake fighter opera-
tions, continuing the air maintenance operations from the
base amounting to the total task of the entire Air Command.
Initially single-handed and later aided by another officer
posted in as Station Flying Safety Officer, he set up the Base
Ops Complex, including the Strike Cell, Intelligence Room
and the Ground Liaison Section, initiated the provisioning of
arrester bariers and laying of soft ground arresters, and
forced the pace for completion of the Airfield Lighting. The
fact that the newly arrived fighter squadron, won the Inter
Unit. Gunnery and the Air Force Instrument Flying Trophy
in that first year of its. stay at the base speaks volumes for
Wing Commander Vasudeva*s ' exceptional Organisational
ability, leadership and rtinnagerial skills,

Subsequently in November, 1979 he was appointed Squft-1

dron Commander of the same- squadron. During his temire
in 1980 the Squadron with only half the strength of fighter
aircraft achieved the sarne amount of annual flying as in the
three previous years. This noteworthy achievement was poi-
sible due to Wing Commander Vasudeva's personal example,
great enthusiasm for flying his unlimited capacity for hard
work and his outstanding leadership in the air ahd on the
ground. In addition there has been no aircraft accident on
the Station during his tenure as COO, and in the squadron
during his tenure as officer commanding. Considering the
fact that nine different types of aircrafts operate daily from
this base, this is an achievement worthy of special mention.
Also, he has been responsible for the activation of the nearby
Air to Ground Firing Range for night armament firing and
has successfully trained many pilots in the difficult and »pe-
cialised nightstrike role.

Wins Commander Marimohfln Singh VasUdeva- has thun
displayed hieh professional competence and exceptional
devotion ;to duty.,

4. Wing Commander DINESH CHANDRA KAUSHIK
(6353) FLYING (PILOT)

Wing Commander Dinesh Chandra Kaushlk has been on
the posted strength of the Helicopter Unit. Air Force, since
28th August, 1978. During a crisis due to shortage of fuel
for Dakota nnd Caribou aircraft, the unit nnder his command
was called upon to undefake the task of air maintenance in
the entire Fastern region. He rosp to the occasion and did a
commendable Job in keeping all the air maintained posts in
the Sector supplied with essential commodities equipment, in
addition to other multifarious commitments like W I P heli-
lifts, flood relief one-ration an^ commuTiic- t'O'i flights.

Wing CommanJ-r Kmislk w n n'so instrumental in snj-
Kestine; and eventually 'acc^-nplishing +he task of carrying
out air maintenance operations from focal points closer to
the air maintained posts, therebv reducing the flving time bv
3^ tier cent to 50 per cent. He had also undertaken the task
of traini™ the ™'ots of a Helicopter Unit on MT-8 Heli-
copters. He lifis been a pioneer on MT-8 Helicopters over
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since their evaluation and induction into the service. He hat
fflod* a •ory valuable contribution into the firm establish-
ment of standard operating procedures on the Ml-8 Heli-
copter.

Wtaf Commander Dinesh Chandra Kaushik has thus dis-
played professional competence, leadership capabilitiei and
devotion to duty of an exceptional order.

5. Wina, Commander KR1SHNASWAMY SRIDHARAN
: (7019) FLYING {PILOT).

Wing Commander Krishnaswamy Sridharan has been in
Command a Helicopter Unit since March, 1979. He has to
his credit a total of 5300 hours of flying, out of which 4611
hours were flown without a single accident. He is a flight
Inspector and qualified Flying Instructor holding 'A' Cate-
gory.

On the 20th September, 1980, one of the helicopteri from
his unit had met with an accident and had turned outside
down in Nanak Sagar Lake. He was flying in that area and
was aware of the fact that four aircrew were marooned and
one out of them did not know swimming. He therefore,
landed his helicopter in shortest possible time next to the ill
fated helicopter and directed his co-pilot to throw his turban
to rescue the four marooned aircrew. When this action
failed, with great presence of mind, he manoeuvred his helir
copter very close to the other helicopter and picked up all
tthe four aircrew, two at a time. He achieved this task
with great personnel rink. By this courageous action and total
disregard to his personal safety, he saved the lives of four
valuable aircrew.

Wing Commander Kridhnaswamy Sridharan has thus
displayed high professional competence, leadership and
exceptional devotion to duty.

6. Win/t Commander AJ1T SINGH MANN (7433) FLYING
(PILOT).

Wing Commander Ajit Singh Mann was on the posted
strength of one of the transport Squadrons in Eastern Sector
for over four years. During his flying career he has flown
over 5125 hours out of which 2805 hours were flown on ope-
rational commitments in the most hazardous and difficult
mountainous terrains of Ladnkh, Nagaland, NEFA and Mizo
Hills. This entire flying has been accident-free. He has car-
ried out numerous trials of initial reconnaisance and accp-
tance of new dropping zones. Professionally he has achieved
exceptional standard m instrument flying and upgraded his
rating to Master Green. He is a Right Hand Seat Check Pilot
who has been instrumental in training young Squadron
Pilots and upgrading the operational Qualification of a large
number of Pilots. He brought up the Pilot categorisation
state to 97.5% and has been maintaining it
• The Squadron ha* an accident-free record for the last three
years with maximum flying hours to its credit. During this
period the Squadron carried out 24,515 hours of flying and
there was no other transport Squadron in the Air Force with
such flying record. Squadron has won the flight safety trophy
for the three consecutive years. This remarkable achieve-
ment has been primarily due to untiring efforts by him as
seniormost flight Commander of the Squadron.

Wing Commander Ajit Singh Mann has thus displayed
professional competence, leadership capabilities and devotion
to duty of an exceptional order.

7. Squadron Leader SHY AM SUNDAR SINGH CHAUHAN
(8780) FLYING (PILOT).

Squadron Leader Shyam Sundar Sinfth Chauhan was com-
missioned in the Indian Air Force on 2nd August, 1964. A
keen and dedicated flier, he has flown over 2700 accident-
free hours as Captain. During the period November, 1980
to January, 1981, he-played a key roled in the planning and
execution of sensitive border survey tasks. Flying with ten-
acity and precision over rugged mountainous terrain, he
brought back outstanding results. The- information has been
of great strategic value in updating our maps and has in-
creased our knowledge of these inaccessible regions.
8 Squadron Leader BHARAT BHUSHAN SONI, Vft.C.

(93921 FLYING (PILOT).
Squadron Leader Bharnt Bhushan Soni has been on the

nosted strength of a front line supersonic squadron since 15th
May, 1980." Assuming the responsibilities of a Senior Flight

Commander he has constantly strived to improve the opera-
tional potential of the Squadron. He ensured that the equip-
ment of the squadron to an advanced variant of MIG 21
was expedltiously executed. Further, he organised and
planned the squadron Flying training in a systematic manner.
As a tangible result of hk carefully drafted training pro-
gramme, 10 pilots were progressed to fully operational day
and night status in the shortest time span possible. He was
chiefly instrumental in achieving a record output of over 1700
hours of Squadron flying in little over eight months.

Squadron Leader Bharat Bhushan Soni was Commissioned
in May, 1965, and he stood first in his course for which he
was awarded the Chief of Air Staff Medal. In Subsequent
professional courses such as Junior Commander's Course and
Fighter Combat Leader's Course, he continued to maintain
his top rank. For his flying skill of high order and excellent
marksmanship in air to ground weaponery, he was awarded
'Jam Sataj Trophy' and 'Moolgavkar Troiphy' respectively
during the FCL Course. For professional competence, he
was selected to instruct on the staff of the prestigious Institu-
tion, Tactics and Combat Development Establishment. In
recognition of his professional skill and Service, he w«s
awarded Commendation by Air Officer Commander-in-Chlef
1 (Operational) Group, Indian Air Force, in February, 1976
and by the Chief of the Air Staff in August, 1976. His Com-
bat skill was amply demonstrated in Indo-Pak war in 1971
when he shot down a supersonic F-104 Star Fighter A air-
craft of the Pakistan Air Force. For this act of conspicuous
gallantry he was awarded Vir Chakra by the President.

Squadron Leader Bharat Bhushan Soni has thus displayed
high professional competence and exceptional devotion to
duty. .' ', M W W

9. Squadron Leader PRABHAKAR VASUDEO GHOTGE
(11294) FLYING (PILOT).

Squadron Leader Prabhakar Vasudeo Ghotge has been on
the posted strength of one of the Base Repair Depots (BRD)
since January 1978 as Officer i/c Test Flight. Ho is one of
the very few test Pilots qualified for production test flying
on both Rotary Wing (Chetak and Cheetah) and Fixed
Wing (Krishak, HT-2 and Otter) aircraft and probably the
only test Pilot currently employed in these mufti type pro-
duction testing duties. During the production year 1979-80
he testflew 31 aircraft and during 1980-81. 36 aircraft,
single handed. During these two years, be has also testflown
and cleared 77 storage aircraft which were ferried out from
this depot to various units. During this period, he has test-
flown 1005 hours and has cleared a total of 105 production
aircraft and 112 storage aircraft. This entire performance
hm been without a single incident or accident which speaks
very highly of his superlative professional competence and
exceptional airmanship.

During last two years this depot has not received a single
complaint about produced aircraft from operators, which
speaks volumes about the standard of flight testing for each
aircraft. His exceptional devotion to duty, his dynamic and
objective approach to problems, his personal involvement
during rectification and human touch in dealing with techni-
cians have been a constant source of inspiration to the techni-
cal personal of this depot and have been in the highest tradi-
tion of the Indian Air Force.

Squadron Leader Prabhakar Vasudeo Ghotge has thus dii-
ployed high professional competence and exceptional devo-
tion to duty.

10. Squadron Leader ANUP KUMAR SHYAM (12065)
FLYING (PILOT).

On the 13th October, 1980, Squadron Leader Anup Kumar
Shyam was authorised to fly an instructional sortie with
Flight Lieutenant DS Kamik in a Kirnn aircraft. The sortie
was to consist of A.;r Instruction exercises, general handling
aerobaties and PFT . After Retting airborne at 0700 hours
the sortie proceeded uneventfully until the roller take off
following a Practise Force Landing (PFL). After the roller
take off, the aircraft turned cm to downwind for an engine
assisted approach and a full stop landing. With this In mind,
the undercarriage had been left down. After rolling out on
downwind, the pupil officer who had the control commenced
vital actions. Just then a small thud was heard and this was
followed bv r if;Tie rumbling noise. The speed was seen to
b" decreasing. Tht pnpil officer Jprtinctively opened throttle
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fo.maifitain speed t>ut found no response to throttle move-
ment. Realining the gravity of the situation Squadron
Leader Shyam immediately took over controls. By this time
they had flown just past the cross runway. Taking stock of
the serious situation, Squadron Leader Shyam immediately
turned rig-Iit to assess the possibility of a forced landing on
runway 30 falling which he decided that they would have to
eject. At this time he realised that the engine had not flamed
out and that a little partial power was still available. He
skillfully manoeuvered the aircraft on to the approach and
executed a safe landing on the crossrunway.

In recovering the aircraft successfully, Squadron Leader
Shyam displayed cool nerves skill and execellent airmanship
under most adverse circumstances. But for his excellent fly-
ing skill a valuable aircraft would have been lost with possible
injury to the crew and loss of life/damage on the ground.

Squadron Leader Anup Kumar Shyam has thus displayed
high professional competence, leadership and exceptional
devotion to duty.

11. Squadron Leader PARVEZ KHOKAR (11860) FLYING
(PILOT).

Squadron Leader Parvez Khokar underwent No. 2 Experi-
mental Test Pilots Course at Aircraft System Testing Esta-
blishment in 1977-78. From October, 1978 to January, 1981,
he was employed on active testing duties in the Flight Test
Squadron at Aircraft System Testing Establishment. Being an
A2 category qualified flying instructor with considerable in-
structional experience he was detailed as the project Pilot for
the HPT-32 Piston engined basic trainer aircraft under deve-
lopment at HAL (Bangalore Complex). He took extremely
active part in proto-type Testing of this aircraft including
high risk tests such as stalling, spinning, engine air starts with
the propeller stopped and aerobatics. He used his experience
to great advantage to offer very constructive suggestions and
remed:al measures to the designers at HAL. He also worked
extremely hard and with rare dedication to monitor the pro-
gress of various modifications on the two proto-type aircraft
under testing. This often entailed working well beyond the
normal working hours and flying at all hours of the day. In
addition to the onerous responsibility of being the project
pilot on HPT-32 aircraft, he carried out a number of service
trials on Marut, Ajeet, Iskra and MTG aircraft. He was
nlways eager to undertake new testing assignments without
any reeard to personal comfort or safety. He has accumu-
lated 22.77 hours of accident-free flying on 18 different types
nf aircraft and holds highest instrument rating of Master
Green.

Squadron Leader Parvez Khokar has thus displayed pro-
fessional competence, leadership capabilities and devotion to
duty of an exceptional order.

12. Flight Lieutenant VIKAS SHRIDHAR KARANDTKAR
(12410) FLYING (PILOT).

Flight Lieutenant Vikas Shridhar Karandikar is under-
going Test Pilot's Course (Rotarv Wing) at Istres in France.
On the 28th November, 1980. he took off in a helicopter,
Alouette III, for a training sortie. The purpose of the train-
ing sortie was measurement of forces of flying controls when
serves are switched off. The Crew of the helicopter included
one test engineer.

Mr. Mouilleron (French National) and an experimentor
Mr. Mever (Trench National). For exercise, the Pilot sta-
bilised at 2500' AGL with serves off. Flight Lieutenant
Karnndikar asked the test engineer to reduce the fuel flow to
verifv the eflwt of rotor RPM on the flvine controls. The
test emHneer Mr. Mouilieron erroneously nulled back the fuel
«hut off lewr instead of pulling back the fu«»l flow lever (both
these levers are situated side by side). This action of the
engineer resulted in unforeseen and complete loss1 of power.

Flisht Lieutenant Karandikar reacted correctly in the
pmereencv. He put the serves on and commpnced an auto-
rotation descent. During the descent, the engineer attempted
to relight the engine, but it was not successful. At about
1000 feet AGL. Flisht Liwtpnant Karandikar asked the
pnoincer to switch of all electrics and made a successful
•mtorotstion lantfmp- on a nearby field. The helicopter was
not damai">d :ind w;s flown back to the base after some
chocks. The crew were not hurt.

5—421 GI/82

Flight Lieutenant Karandikar, test Pilot under training in
France roacted cooly and correctly to an emergency situation
in the air and executed a very successful emergency landing
of the helicopter. By, this action, this pilot displayed excep-
lionnl qualities of airmanship. The successful emergency
landing carried out by the pilot has enhanced the reputation
of Indian Air Force in a foreign country, like France.

Ilight Lieutenant Vikas Shridhar Karandikar has thus dis-
ployed high professional competence, leadership and excep-
tional devotion to duty.

13. 30004 IR Master Warrant Officer KORAMPETH NARA-
YANAN NAIR, FLIGHT ENGINEER.

Master Warrant. Officer Korampeth Narayanan Nair has
been a Flight Engineer since 1961 and has a total of 5650
flying hours to his credit. Out of this more than 1000 hours
were done on operational areas. He has flown AN-12, Super
Constallation and packet aircraft and is holdinn; Category 'A'-
since 1980.

Master Warrant Officer Nair is one of the officers who
initially set up the infrastructure for training Flight Engineers
at Paratroopers Training School. He is an experienced flight
engineer of exceptional tact and ability for which he was
entrusted the important task of training flight engineers for
the Indian Navy. He completed the training in record time
thereby further strengthening inter service bonds and brother-
hood.

Master Warrant Officer Korampeth Narayanan Nair has
thus displayed professional competence, leadership capabilities
and devotion to duty of an exceptional order.

14. 218607 Warrant Officer AJIT SINGH FLIGHT ENGI-
NEER.

Warrant Officer Ajit Singh, Flight Engineer, is on the
posted strength of one of the Transport Squadrons of the Air
Force, since 10th February, 1975.

He has a total of 4793 flying hours to his credit out of
which 1884 hours are on AN-12 aircraft. Warrant Officer
Ajit Singh has done total of 1907 hours of operational flying,
out of which 11.21 hours have been over the hazardous-
terrain of Ladakh Area. On various occasions he has avert-
ed serious accidents/incidents bv his keen observations and
cool and professional handling of emergencies. To cite one,
on 25th February, 1979, while starting No. 3 engine of an
AN-12 aircraft, he noted the fire warning light coming on.
His action were so prompt and correct that even before the
ground crew noted that fire, he had rejected the start and
taken necessary action. Under his guidance, the fire was
put out. thus saving a very valuable aircraft. He has won
the 'GOOD SHOW award from the Directorate of Flight
Safety and has been adjudged 'Best in Trade Proficiency' at
this wing.

Warrant Officer Ajit Singh has thus displayed high pro-
fessional competence and exceptional devotion to duty.

No. 2-Pres./83.—The President is pleased to approve the
the award of the "BAR TO VAYU SENA MEDAL"/BAR
TO AIR FORCE MEDAL" to the undermentioned personnel
for acts of exceptional devotion to duty or courage :—

1. Wins Commander SANJIV SAHAY VM (6139) FLYING
(PILOT).

Wing Commander Sanjiv Sahay was commissioned on the
31st May, 1961. Since then he has been in various fighter
Squadrons of the Indian Air Force mainly in MIG variant
Squadrons. On assuming command of a supersonic Squadron
in July 1979, Wing Commander Sanjiv Sahay took stock of
his resources and with single mindedness, meticulous planning
rnd optimum utilisation of each resource, he was able to
complete 200 hours of inspection on almost all his new
aircraft which had fallen due for this inspection at the same
period. Due to this faultless planning the serviceabilitv has
eradually picked up and for the last year it was at an all
timn hi>h fisnire of 70.13% average. His unit has also
achieved 100% serviceabilitv five times during this period.
During th;« r>»riod, the Sauadron hp<= achieved a flving outnut
of over 2943 hours. This entire flyine has been achieved
without a single accident and the Squadron has maintained
accident-free record for the last three years. The Squadron
won the Arjuna 1979 trophy for being the best fighter.
Squadron in the western Air Command in inter-Squadron
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Gunnery Fleet and was also adjudged the best fighter
Squadron for 1979 of WAC. In 1980, this Squadron also
bad BP nrddent-free year and wop two trophies the first foi
being the best Fightei Squadron m w - ' \ r orA ano'bci f<M
bcina hoi ill Maintenance.

On 9th February, 1981, Wing Commander Sanjiv Sahay
was leading the medium level strike mission in front guns
for ex-Arjuna. After pulling out of the dive, after a front
gun attach on SK Range he had heard a thud on his air-
craft. He also experienced high frequency vibration setting
in and he decided to turn to base giving a call that the sus-
pected a hit by a bullet recochet. He climbed up and
decided to carry out an immediate landing by doing descend-
ing circuit. He lowered his undercarriage in line with the
landing dumb-bell for runway 31. He commenced his turn
on to fiinls and throttled back to 85% RPM at 1.3 Km
with the intention of lowering full flaps after having turned
and aligned himself with the runway. As soon as he throttled
back, h<* heard a cracking noise from the rear. At this stage
the enninn flamed out. At the time of flame out, the height
was 13 Km. He immediately put the relight switch "ON",
observing his height, distance out and speed and that the
relight would atleast take 15 to 20 seconds, he decided to
eject. Th« aircraft was pointing towards the domestic area
of HAI.WARA airfield. He turned rieht. pulled the aircraft
up renrlv and when the aircraft was facinp the green fields,
he ei<"ct"d. Wing Commander Sahay avoided a serious catas-
trophe bv turning the aircraft away from pupulnted area. By
this ^urngeous act, in such a critical stage. Wing Comman-
der Sahay has set a brilliant exammple of this presence of
mind ivavery and professional acumen.

Wine Commander Sanjiv Sahay has thus displayed high
professional competence, leadership, courage and exceptional
devotion to duty.

2. W»" Commander SRINIVASAPURAM KRISHNA-
SWAMY, VM (6338) FLYING (PILOT).

Wing Commander Srinivasapuram Krishnaswamy was in
Command of one of the fighter Squadrons since January,
1978. H- has a total flying of 3300 hours on 29 different
tupes of aircraft. He is a test pilot and a Fighter Combat
Leader of very high calibre.

As 'he Commanding Officer of a Squadron he conevrted
both flights equipped with different types of aircraft on the
specialised role in a very short time of iusf seven months.
All Sousdron aircrew were also made fully operational dur-
ing the same period. Also under his able "leadership the
Squadron trained large number of the nilots on Fighter
Combat Leader course in the specialised role, which has re-
sulted in great improvement in Fighter tactics in the Indian
Air Force.

Wing Commander S.rinivasapuram Krishnaswamv has thus
displayed professional competence, leadership and devotion to
duty of an exceptional order.

No. 3-Pres./83.—The President is nleased to approve the
award of the NAO SENA MEDAL/NAVY MEDAL to the
undementioned personnel for acts of exceptional devotion to
duty or courage :—

I. Commander VIRENDRA SINGH V1SHN0I (00594-Z)
INDIAN NAVY.

Commander Virendra Singh Vishnoi was appointed Com-
manding Officer of an Indian Naval Submarine. The sub-
marin» was due for urgent extended repairs when he took
over its command but through great ingenuity, zeal and
initiative he kerjt the submarine operational for a r>eriod of
nearly one and a half years beyond the scheduled date of
refit.

Durinp the period he was in command, the submarine had
som^ serious problems of material and equipment. AI!
through tb°se. he keot his cool pnd with exceptional cour-
age and *till ensured that the defects were rectified expedi-
tiously. H'1 also displayed outstanding qualities of leader-
ship and with his drive ensured the operational availabilitv
of thi «"bmarine throughout, meetinsr all the commitments
of fd<- Vi ?et including maior exercises and patrols, thus
addine to the success of the exercises and enhancing the
operational capability of the Fleet.

Commander Virendra Singh Vishaoi has thus displayed
courage, professional skill and devotion to duty of a high
I'rdV-.

.1 linirrnam Comnitinrlci KAMM, IJlJ.l' Sl\l,ll SANVIIU
(01067 '/.) INDIAN NAVY.

Lieutenant Commander kamal Deep Singh Sandhu took
over the duties of Flight Commander Indian Naval Air
Squadron 321, Garuda Flight, on its formation on 23rd May,
1980. He gave the flight a sound organisation from the Start
and made it a highly competent operational unit. His flight
always provided unfailing search and rescue and logistic
support to the Naval Air Station, Command, and the Civil
Administration on all occasions including evacuation of
seriously ill patients under extremely hazardous conditions
from ships at sea.

He set a very fine personal example by logging extensive
flying hours within a short span of 14 months including
shipborne operations by day and night under adverse weather
conditions. His inspiring leadership contributed significantly
to his flight flying a very large number of sorties without any
accident/incident including desk operations from ships, and
achieving a highly operational state at all times. During the
course of his flying career, he has performed many life sav-
ing and rescue missions, including the rescue of an Alize
Crew, who ditched at sea on 10th April, 1976, the rescue of
a Sea Hawk pilot who ejected into the sea off Karwar on
31st December, 1974, and also on 19th December, 1979, the
emergency evacuation of a cadet, who was in a precarious
state on a Naval Ship, all resulting in saving of precious
human lives. All these missions were achieved in a most
efficient manner, in keeping with the highest traditions of the
Service.

Lieutenant Commander Kamal Deep Singh Sandhu has
thus displayed courage, professional skill and exceptional
devotion to duty.

3. Lieutenant Commander ROMESH LAXMAN RAO
KSHIRSAGAR. (00939-ff) INDIAN NAVY.

On the 26th May. 1981, a surf whaler had capsized and
washed ashore at a far flung island due to heavy breakers
and swell. Lieutenant Commander Romesh Laxman Rao
Ksbirsaga1' was entrusted the hazardous task of salvaging the
whaler for which he had scanty manpower available. With
great seamanship, skill and ingenuity, the officer pushed the
boad back into the water, he took personal command of the
available manpower and succeeded in physically pulling the
whaler to the ship under heavy odds resulting from the pre-
vailing heavy swell and breakers.

The whaler was left with only two oars and had no rudder.
But for the officer's great personal courage, determination
and leadership, the operaion could not have succeeded. While
pulling, the boat at times tossed up as much as 15 feet
severely hampering the operations and seriously endangering
the safety of personnel.

Lieutenant Commander Romesh Laxman Rao Kshirsaear
has thus displayed courage, professonal skill and devotion to
duty of a high order.

4. Lieutenant Commander .(SDC) Suknmar Bhattacharjec
(81900-K) Indian Navy

Lieutenant Commander (SDC) Sukumar Bhattacharjee
was given a very onerous task, its successful and expeditious
completion was a vital importace to the Service and required
intelligence of a very high order, unflinching devotion to
duty an'' determination.

With the very limited resources and men at his disposal
be applied himself fully to the task completely disregarding
his personal interests and comforts putting in very long hours
of sustaned work. He motivated his men by seting a shinning
personal example. His outstanding leadership, organisational •
ability and ingenuity were instrumental in meeting the chal-
lenge successfully.

Lieutenant Commander (SDC) Sukumar Bhattacharjee has
thus displayed courage, professional skill and devotion to
tlutv of a high order.
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5. Lieutenant Commander Parkasli Dattatraya Upponi
(01152-T) SC INDIAN NAVY.

On the 6th June, 1981, the ill fated Samastipur-Banmukhi
passenger train fell into the Bagmati river. The Indian Navy
was assigned the task of extricating the bodies of the victims
from the sunken wreckage. Lieutenant Commander Parkash
Dattatraya Upponi was entrusted with the responsibilty oi
the overall organisation of the salvage teams under the com-
mand of Commander GAD Dake, NM and Bar and the task
of recovering the bodies. Notwithstanding the adverse and
hazardous diving conditions of strong currents and zero
underwater visibility as well as the inherent danger of the
tangled wreckage he inspired confidence in his men. by per-
sonally diving and carrying out the initial diving survey of
the wreckage and extrication of the bodies. He was instru-
mental in hahxng his men to overcome their apprehensions
and the psychological barriers about the unpleasant nature
of the works.

Lieutenant Commander Parkash Dattatraya Upponi ha-.
thus displayed professional skill, leadership and exceptional
devotion to duty.

6. Lieutenant Pradeep Roy (01824-VK) Indian Navy

On the 26th March, 1981. at about 1615 hours, after parti-
cipating in Western Fleet Exercise Programme 09/81, INS
Himgiri (Flag ship for the said exercise) was in the final
stages of going alongside INS Dunagiri at the South Break-
water. Dense smoke, which was later identified as superheated
steam carrying asbestos lagging powder had escaped from
the boiler drum at a temperature of approximately 470°F
and was seen coming out of the fore-castle hatch of INS
Himgiri thereby trapping the quartermaster in the wheel
house.

Lieutenant Pradeep Roy, Flag Lieutenant to the Flag
Officer Commanding, Western Fleet, who at that time was on
the port bridge wing was ordered to ascertain the safety of
quartermaster in the wheel house. In zero visibility, difficult
breathing conditions and heat, Lieutenant Pradeep Roy
rushed down to the Quartermaster lobby and rescued ail
sailors, including an Electrical sailor who was trapped in the
Electrical Workshop.

After coming up to the bridge, he learnt that there were
a few Engineering Mechanics also trapped in the boiler room.
He immediately went down to the main alloy way which was
in total darkness on account of power failure and unbearably
hot due to the escaped steam- and shouted down to the Engi-
neering Mechanics in Boiler room to come up. After three
or four attempts one Engineering Mechanic came up and
was escorted by him on to the weather deck. Since there was
one more Engineering Mechanic in the Boiler room. Lieute-
nant Pradeep Roy this time rushed down, to the Boiler room
without any protective clothing and breathing apparatus fol-
lowed by an Air Crew Diver and brought up Leading Engi-
neering Mechanic Shivnath Ram, 057089-Z. who was trap-
ped in the bilges and was unconscious.

Lieutenant Pradeep Roy has thus displayed professional
skill and devotion to duty of a high order.

7. Lieutenant Vinod Kumar Bakshi (01581-T) Indian Navy

On the 6th June. 1981. the ill fated Samastipur-Banmukhi
passenger train fell into the Bagmati river. The Indian Navy
was assigned the task of extricating the bodies of the victims
from the sunken wreckage.

Lieutenant Vinod Kumar Bakshi was entrusted with the
task of clearing trapped bodies from the bogies. Notwith-
standing the adverse and hazardous diving condition prevail-
ing, zero underwater visibility and strong currents along with
the inherent danger posed by the tangled wreckage he infus-
ed confidence into his men by personally carrying out the
initial dives for surveying the wreckage and extrication of
bodies. His preseverence, dedication to duty and the quality
to inspire his men to face the odds and give their-best towards
the successful completion of the task was- in keeping with the
best tiaditiuns of the Nav\.

Lieutenant Vinod Kumar Bakshi has thus displayed pro-
fessional skill and devotion to duty of a high order.

8. Ramvir Singh Chauhan, Petty Officer Number 085140^
Indian Navy

The flash floods in Srikakulam in Andhra Pradesh had
brought unprecedented havoc and had gravely endangered the
lives of a large number of marooned villagers who had no
means of escaping from the fury floods.

During the flood relief operations Petty Officer Rcimvir
Singh Chauhan, alongwith two other sailors, was assigned
the task of reaching the village of Bhagecrathapuram across
tie swollen and swift waters of Vamsadhara by boat and
rescue the maiooned villagers. He displayed a high sense of
professionalism in navigating the boat through the- strong
currents and reaching the marooned villagers and transport-
ing food, water, and medicines to the villagers in time.
undeterred by the serious danger posed by the floods to his
safety and that of his team he continued with the rescue
operations.

When he was in the process of distributing food packets,
he noticed a woman and child being washed away by the
racing water. Completely unmindful of his personal safety,
he jumped into the waters and saved their lives inspite of all
the hazards.

His inspiring leadership to his rescue team to give of their
best even when in face of great dangers from the floods and
the gallant act of saving a life in complete disregard of per-
sonal safety is in keeping with the highest traditions of the
Service.

Petty Ofticer Ramvir Singh Chauhan lias thus displayed
courage, determination and devotion to duty of a high order.

9. Oaja Singh Joi, Petty Officer Engineering Mechanic Num-
ber 055566-N, Indian Navy.

On the 26th March. 1981, at about 1615 hours alter parti-
cipating in Western Fleet Exercise Programme 09/81, INS,
Himgiri was in the final stages of going along-side. There was
an accidental and massive steam leak in the boiler room.

Petty Officer Gaja Singh Jat was,the Petty Officer. Engi-
neering Mechanic in-charge of the boiler room at the time.
Dus to sudden escape of steam from the burst flanged joint
of the safety valve of starboard boiler, the boiler room filled
with superheated steam in no time and visibility became
zero. He took immediate action to carry out emergency shut-
ting down of the boilers as per laid down instructions. His
presence of mind and prompt action controlled the steam
leak, prevented the situation from developing into a disaster
and saved the boiler from damage. He displayed a very high
sense of professional acumen, courage and presence of mind
in dealng with a difficult situation.

Petty Officer Gaja Singh Jat has thus displayed profes-
sional skill and devotion to duty of a high order.

10. Diwaii Cliand, Petty Officer Clearance Diver, First Class,
Number 053814-F,' I'.dian Navy

On the 6th June, 1981. the Samastipur-Banmukhi passen-
ger train fell into the Bagmati river. The Indian Navy was
assigned the task of extricating the bodies of the victims from-
the sunken wreckage.

Petty Officer Diwan Chand, with total disregard to his
personal safety and unmindful of the adverse conditions pre-
vailing, zero under-water visibility and strong currents, com-
pounded by inherent danger posed by the wreckage and the
unpleasant nature of the job, volunteered time and again to
dive to recover the trapped bodies. He set a personal ex-
ample to the rest of the divers. He displayed great deter-
mination and total disregard for self and put in his best
towaids the successful completion of the task.

In this action, petty Officer Diwan Chand displayed cour-
uge, determination and devotion to duty of a high order.

11. Jana Narayana Murthy, Petty Officer Number 088359-T
Indian Navy

On the 2nd May, 1981. a flash North western with wind
speed e.xceedirm 70 Kts. hijih waves and lashing rains hit the
survey z-rm, oi" and Island at about 1945 hrs. INS Sandh,-
;)yak's two survey motor boats which were carrying out sur-
vey operations at that time though managed to return to tha
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ship could not bo hoisted on board because of high wav»s
ana issuing rains and had to be sacurcd along-side.

Both tho boats were tossing heavily because of high waves
with the result that a very heavy strain was coming on boat
ropes and bollards. At about 2030 his four bollars of survey
boat Sl'lGA were up-rootcd from securing bases and there
was an imminent, danger of the boat capsizing and becoming
a total loss. Petty Officer Jana Narayana Murthy at that
time jumped from the deck into the boat with total disregard
to his personal safety and passed anchor chain of tho boat
on board for securing. Throughout the period of storm
which lasted for about 4i hours, he stood by the boat and
changed the parted ropes as required. Jn doing so he not
only displayed exceptional devotion to duty but also a very
high degree of professional skill, ingenuity and courage by
taking seaman like precautions and improvised rigging for
saving the boat. His performance was a source ot inspira-
tion to other sailors as well who worked relentlessly inspite
of extreme other sailors as well who worked relentlessly
inspite of extreme rough weather.

In this action, petty Officer Jana Narayana. Murthy display-
ed courage, determination and exceptional devotion to duty.

12. Kauslial KUhore Bajpai Leading Seaman Number 097736-5
Indian Navy

On the 2nd May, 1981, a flash North Western with wind
speed exceeding 70 Kts, high waves and lashing rains hit the
survey area at about 1945 brs, Two motor boats of INS
Sandna were carrying out survey at that time and were
caught in the flash storm. The survey boats could struggle
back to the ship but could not bo hoisted on board because
of very heavy seas and lashing rains and had to be secured
along-side. Both the boats were tossing heavily because of
high waves with the result that a very heavy strain was com-
ing on boat ropes and bollards.

At about 2000 his. four bollards of SMB PLUTO were
uprooted from securing bases and there was a grave danger
of the boat capsixing and it becoming a total loss. Leading
Seaman Kausbal Kishore Bajpai at that time jumped into the
boat in total disregard to his personal safety and passed an-
chor chain of the boat on board the ship for securing.
Throughout the period of storm wtjich lasted for about 44
faours, the sailor stopped by the boat and changed the- parted
ropos as required and in doing so displayed a very high
degree of professional skill, ingenuity and courage by taking
seaman like precautions and improvised rigging for saving
the boat. His performance was a source of inspiration for
other sailors who worked relentlessly inspite of extreme rough
weather.

In this action Leading Seaman Kaushal Kishore Bajpai
displayed courage, determination and devotion to duty of a
high order.

13. Suhas Kashinath VayanganLar, Leading Seanwn Clearance
Diver II, Number 096952-Y, Indian Navy

On the 6th June, 1981, the ill fated Samastipur-Banmukrd
Passenger train fell into the Bagmatl river. The Indian Navy
was assigned the task of extricating the bodies of tho victims
from tho wrecking of tho bodies.

Leading Seaman Suhas Kashinath Vayangankar, unmindful
of the adverse and hazardous diving conditions prevailing,
zero underwater visibility and strong currents compounded
by the inherent danger posed by the wreckage as wen as the
unpleasant nature of the task, volunteered time and again
to recover the bodies trapped in the wreckage. He display-
ed great determination and total disregard for self and put
in his best towards the successful completion of the task. -

• In this action, Loading Seaman Suha- Kashinath Vayyn
'gankar, displayed courage, determination and devotion to
tfuty of a high, order.

14. Balbir Singh, Leading Seatnait, Cletwantm Diver First CIMS,
Number 0S5252-F. Indian Navy

On the 6th June, 1981, tho il(l fated Samastipur-Banmukhi
pnsseDger train fell into the Bagmati river. Tho Indian Navy
was assigned the task of extricating the bodies of tbe victims
from tho wreckage of the bogies.

Leading Seaman Balbir Singh, unmindful of the adverse
and hazardous diving conditions prevailing, zero underwater
visibility and strong currents compounded by the inherent
danger posed by the breakage as well as the unpleasant nature
oi' the task, volunteered time and again to recover the bodies
trapped in the wreckage. He displayed great determination
and total disregard for self and put in his best towards the
successful completion of the task.

In this action. Leading Seaman Balbir Singh displayed
determination, courage and devotion to duty of a hgih order,

J5. Jagmal Singh, Leading Seaman, Clearance Diver-I, Num-
ber 094485-#, Indian Navy.

On the 6th June, 15)81, the Samastipur-Banmukhi pas-
senger train fell into tho Baanaii river. The Indian Navy
was assigned the task of extricating the bodies of the victims
from the sunken wreckage.

l̂ eadinK Seaman Jaamal Singh, with total disregard
to his personal safety and unmindful of tho adverse condi-
tions prevailing, zero underwater visibility and strong cur-
Ifint compounded by inherent danger posed by tho wreckage
and unpleasant nature of job, volunteered time and again
to dive to recover the trapped bodies. He set a personal
example to the rest of the divers. lie displayed great
determination and total disregard for self and put in his
best towards the successful completion of the task.

In this action, Leading Seaman Jagmal Singh displayed
courage, determination and devotion to duty of a high
order. ' »|.. 1

16. Kameshwar Jlia, Leading Seaman, Clearance Diver first
class, Number 096338-4, Indian Navy.

On the 6th June. 1981, the ill fated Samastipur-Banmukhi
passenger train fell into the Bacmatl river. The Indian
Navy was assigned the task of extricating tho bodies of
the victims from the wreckafie- of the bogies,

Leading Seaman Rameshwar Jha, unmindful of the ad-
verse and hazardous diving conditions prevailing, zero
underwater visibility and strong currents compounded by
inhorent danger posed by tho wreckage as well as the un-
pleasant nature of the ta.sk, volunteered time and again to
recover the bodies trapped in the wreckage. He displayed great
determination with total disregard to his personal safety
and put in his best towards tho successful completion of
the task.

In this action. Leading Seaman Rameshwar Jha displayed
courage, determination and devotion to duty of a hich
order.

17. Puran Mai, Leading Seaman, Clearance Diver second class,
Number 054161-W, Indian Navy.

On the 6th June, 198), the ill fated Samastipur-Bunmukhi
nnssencer train fell into tho Bagmati river. The Indian
Navy was assigned tho task of extricating the bodies of the
victim1: from wreckage of the bogies.

l^eadinn Seaman Puran Mai, unmindful of the adverse
aud hazardous diving conditions Drcv^iimp, a . o underwater1

visibility and strong currents compounded by the inherent
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danger po»ed by th» wreckage a$ well as the unpleasant
nature of the tank, volunteered time and again to recover
the bodies trapped in the wreckage. He displayed (treat
determination and total disregard lor self and put in his
best towards the successful completion of Ihc task.

In this action leading Seaman Pimm Mai displayed
couiauc, determination and exceptional devotioa to duty.

18. Mohinder Slnxh Bali, Naval Airman, Fim Clas\,
number 142324-R, Indian Navv.

On the 26th Marat, 1981, at about 1615 hours after
participating in Western Fleet hxereise programme 09/81,
INS Himgiri (Fine Ship for the said exercise) was in the
Until stages of going alongside INt> Dunagiri at the South
Breakwater, Dense smoke, which was later idenlilied :JS
HUperheatdd &eam carrying; asbchtos lagging powder had
escaped from the boiler drum at a temperature of approxi-
mately 470°F and was seen coming out of the fore castle
hatch of fNS Himgiri.

Moiiindcr Singh Bali, Naval Airman, who was on board
INS Dunagiri at the time was directed to go on board JNS
Hitnfiiri and render assistance. He immediately went on
board Himciri and joined Lieutenant Pradeep Rov (01824-
W) who had been directed by the Flan Olllcer Command-
ing Western Fleet to ascertain the safety of personnel trap-
ped in various compartments. In zero visibility, difficult
breathing conditions and heat, mohinder Singh Bali went to
the boiler room with Lieutenant Pradeep Roy to locate and
rescue personnel. Due to power failure there was com-
plete darkness in the boiler room. It was unbearably hot
and difficult to even breath due to steam. He however,
went down without any protective clothing and breathing
upparatus and helped in rescue. Leading EnginecrinK
Mechanic Shivnath Ram (Number O57O89Z) who was trap-
ped in bilges and was unconscious, lie assisted many other
trapped personnel in escaping from the boiler room.

In this action, Naval Airman Mohinder Singh Bali dis-
played determination, courage and exceptional devotion to
duty.

19. Joy Josepli Clieiuth, Seaman l-'ii\i Cluw Ship's Diver
number 200856-T, Indian Navy

On the 6th June 1981, the Semastipur-Banniukhi passenger
train fell into the Begmati river. The Indian Navy was
assigned the task of extricating the bodies of the victims from
the wreckage of the submerged bofiies.

Seaman Jov Joseph Chelath. unmindful of the adverse
and hazardous -diving conditions prevailing, zero underwater
visibility and strong currents compounded by the inherent
dancer posed bv the wreckage as well as the unpleasant
nature of the task, volunteered time and again to dive to
recover the bodies trapped in the wreckage. In this, he
was eminently successful and was responsible for recovery-
ing 23 bodies. He displayed treat determination, and total
disregard to his personal safety and put in his best towards
the successful completion of the task. He set an example
to the other divers and infused confidence and determination
in them.

In this aclion Seaman Jov Joseph Chelath displayed
courage, determination and exceptional devotion to duty.

20. Rati Ram, Clearance Diver. Second Clam number
103669-N, Indian Navy.

The flash floods at Srikakulum District in Andhra Pradesh
had stranded the Madras-How rah Santa Express with all
passengers in a very dangerous situation in which human
lives could have been lost. Clearance Diver Rati Bam was
a member of the naval rescue team which evacuated the
stranded passengers of the ill-fated train. The rescue opera-
tions were full of hazards and required a great degree of
cool courage for their successful completion. During one
of tV Iia~nr'1oiM firs in a Gemini craft when the stranded
paiitngers wcie being ferried across the swollen Vamsa-
dhara River, one very YWUIR boy fell in the waters and was.
being carried away by the strong current towards certain

death bv drowntoc- Ho immediately iunmuod into tns water
;uid rescued tht bov at ereat risk to his own life,

In this action Clearance Diver Rati Rain displayed cour-
I.IKC, determination and devotion to duty of a high order.

S. NILAKANTAN, Dy. Secy,
to the I»rcsidcnt.

LOK SABHA SECRETARIAT

New Delhi-110001, the 28th December 1982
No, 4/5/80-RCC.^-The Speaker has nominated Shri

A.B.A. Ghani Khan Chaudhury to be a Member of the
Committee to review the rate of dividend payable by Rail-
way Undertaking to General Revenues as well as other ancil-
lary matters in connection with the Railway Finance vis-a-vis
the General Finance vice Shri P. C. Sethi resigned from the
Committee.

K. C. RASTOGI,
Chief Financial Committee Officer.

MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS

New Delhi, the 29th November 1982

No. 1301()|2|S2-GP(DT).—In pursuance of this Ministry's
Notification No. 3 '28 /69-GP dated 22-7-1972 the President is
pleased to reconstitute the Home Minister's Advisory Com-
mittee for the Union Territory of Dadra and Nagar Haveli
Cor the period from 1-4-1482 to 31 -3-1983 with the following
members:—

Ex-Officio members

li) Administrator. Dadra & Nagar HaveJi.

(ii) Member of Parliament representing the Union Terri-
tory.

(iii) The Chairman. Varisht Panchayat.
Non-Ojfiiial members :

(i) Smt. Kokilaben Dhirubhai Khoniu.
(ii) Shri Harunbhai Hazibbhai Memon.
(iii) Shri Nnnubhai Gevubhai Vadia.

UMA PILLAI, Dy, Secy.

MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY

(DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT)

New Delhi, the 15th December 1982

RESOLUTION
No. SSI(I)-17(l)/78.—In the Ministry of Industry Resolu-

tion No. SSI(I)-17(l)/78, dated the 25th June, 1981 recons-
tituting the Small Scale Industries Board, entries against

S. N o 33 to 35 may be substituted as under:
33. Minister Inchargc of Small Scale Industries, Govern-

ment of Mizoram, Aizwal.
34. Minister fncharge of Small Scale Industries, Govern-

ment of Arunachal Pradesh, Itanagar.
35. Minister Incharcc of Small Scale Industries, Govern-

ment of Pondichcrry, Pondicheiry.

ORDER

Ordered that n copy of the Resolution be communicated to
;\11 concerned.

Ordered also that a copy of the Resolution be published
in the Gazette of India for general information.

S, K. CHAKRABARTI,
Dy. Secy.
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MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE

(DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE & COOPERATION)

New Delhi, the 23rd Detember 1982
ORDER

No. 13-3/B2-STU.—la pursuance bf sub-clause (b) ot"
clause 2 of the Fertilizer (Central) Order, 1957, the Central
Government hereby appoints Shri M.S. Chahal, Joint Secre-
tary (Fertilizers) cum Commissioner (Agriculture Census),
Ministry of Agriculture (Department of Agriculture & Co-
operation) as Controller of Fertilisers vice Dr. G. S. Vidyar-
thy.

A. M. SINGH,
Under Secy.

New Delhi, the 6th December 1982
ORDER

No, 10-12/82-Fert.Plg.—The Government of India have
decided to constitute two Survey Teams to report on the
Quality Control arrangements of Fertilizer in the country. The
composition of the Survey Teams as also area of survey of
each Team would be as under :

TFAM-I COMPOSITION AREA OF SURVEY

Haryana, Maharashtra, Ra-
jasthftn, Gujarat & Uttar
Pradesh.

CHAIRMAN

1. Dr. N. D. Patil,
Dean,
Mahatma Phulc Krishi,
Vidyapith,
Maharashtra.

MEMBER

2. Dr. Mohindcr Singh,
Prof, & Head Soil Science,
And Agricultural Chemistry.

MEMBER SECRETARY

.1. Dr. M. R. Motsara,
Director,
Central Fertiliser Control,
Laboratory, Fnridabad.

TEAM-ll West Bengal, Bihar Kar-
nataka, Andihra Pradesh,
Tamil Nadu.

CHAIRMAN

1. Dr. K. Krishnamurthy,
Dean, Tajjiil Nadu
Agricultural University.

MEMBKR

2. Dr, O. P. Meelu,
Sr. Soil Scientist,
PAU, Ludhiana.

MEMBER SECRETARY

3. Shri A, M. Singh,
Under Secretary,
Deparlmrat of Agri. & Coop.

Terms oi" Reference of these teams .ire us undci:

(i) To uiiMi the status of the qnalny control machi-
neiy in the States,

(ii) To evaluate the analysis work, being undertaken by
the State Fertilizer Testing Laboratories, as al«o any
other laboratory situated within the State.

(iii) To evaluate the progress of launching and follow
up of prosecutions and the difficulties experienced
therein.

(iv) To visit selected fertiliser manufacturers, storage
godowns wholesalers' and retailers' to have infor-
mation on the quality of fertilisers being manu-
factured/sold and

(v) To suggest specific measures for improvement in
the quality control arrangements in the fitates. The
team will be required to submit reports by
31-6-1983.

ORDHR

Oi tiered tluit a copy of the Order he communicated to ttic
concerned State Govts., and Ministries, Departments of Govt.
of India, Planning Commission, Cabinet Secretariat, Prime
Minister's Secretariat, Lok Sabha Secretariat and Rajya Sabha
Secretariat.

Ordered also that the Order be published in the Govt. of
India Gazette for general information.

CHHATTRA SAL SINGH,
Director (Fert. II)

MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS

(RAILWAY BOARD)

RULES

New Delhi, the 22nd lanunry 1983

No. 82/E(GR)I|l/16.—The rule* for a competitive exami-
nation to be held by the Union Public Service Commission
in 1983 for selection ot candidates for appointment as. Special
Class Apprentices" In the Indian Railway Service of Mechani-
cal Engineers, are published for general information.

2. The number of vacancies lo be tilled on the result* of
the examination will be specified in the Notice issued by the
Commission. Reservation will be made for candidate*
belonging to the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes In
roipect ot va«aaolM ai way be fixed by tho Government.

i. The examination will be conducted by the Commission
in the manner prescribed in Appendix 1 to these rulesi

The dates on which and the places at which the exnmlna
tlon will be held shall be fixed by trie Commission.

4. A candidate must be either

iaj a cluzen of India, or

(b) a subject of Nepal, or

(c) a subject of Bhutan, or

(d) a Tibetan refugee who came ovci to India, before
me iai January, ii/ox, wim the intention ol perniar
nantly settling In India, or

(e) a person of Indian origin who has migrated from
PaKistan, Burma, Sri Lanka and East African coun-
tries of Kenya, Uganda and The United Republic nt
Tanzania (formerly TanganyiKa aud Zanzibar) or
from Zambia, Malawi, Zaire, Ethiopia and Vietnam
with the intention of permanently settling in India,
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Piovjtfcd thai a omaJdaie bcltrtujui* 'u ouegurfcs (t>).
(c), (dj, and <e) ni>ova n]mil b« a person Yn wno'pe
ravo'ir a certiIICHte- nt eJu;i'iiiiiy nas been issued by
ihe Oovemment of India.

A candidate in whose caic a ccttificalc ul eligibility is neces-
sary may be admitted to the examination but the offer of
appointment may be given only after the necessary eligibility
certificate has been issued to him by the Government of
India.

i. (a) A candidate must have attained the age of 16 years
anil must not have attained the age of 20 years on 1st January,
1983, i.p. he must have been born not earlier than 2nd
January 1963; and not later than 1M January, 1%7.

(b) The upper age limit prescribed above will be rc4ax-
ahlc—

(i) up to a maximum of five years if a candidate! be-
longs to a Scheduled Cnste or ;i Schedule Tribe:

(ii) up to a maximum of three years if a candidate is a
bona fide displaced person from erstwhile East
Pakistan (now Bangladesh) and had migrated to
India during the period between 1st January, 1964
and 25tb March, 1971;

fiii) up to a maximum of eight years if a candidate be-
longs to a Scheduled Caste or a Scheduled Tribe
and la also a bona fide displaced person from erst-
while East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) and has
migrated to India during the period between 1st
January, 1964 and 25th March, 1971;

fiv) up to a maximum of three years if a candidate is
a bona fide repatriate or prospective repatriate of
Indian origin from Sri Lanka and has migrated to
India on or after 1st November, 1964, or is to
migrate to India under the Indo-Ceylon Agreement
October, 1964:

(v) up to a maximum of eight years if a candidate be-
longs to a Scheduled Caste or a Scheduled Tribe
and is also a bona fide repatriate or prospective
repatriate of Indian origin from Sri Lanka and has
migrated to India on or after lit November, 1964
or Is to migrate to India under the [ndo-Ceylon
Agreement of October, 1964;

(vi) up to a maximum of three years it a candidate is
a bana fide repatriate of Indian origin from Burma

and has migrated tn India on r.r nflfr 1st June,
I'J63;

(vn) up io a maximum uf eight years, if a candidate
belongs to a Scheduled Caste or a Scheduled Tribe
mid is also a bona fide repatriate of Indian origin
tiom Burma and has migrated to India on or after
Nt Tune, 1963;

(vih) up to a. maximum ol three years in the cose of
Defence Services personnel disabled in operations
during hostilities with any foreign country or in a
disturbed urea nnd released as a consequence
thereof;

(ix) up to a maximum of eight years in case of Defence
Services personnel disable in operations during
hostilities with any foreign country or in a disturb-
ed area and released as a consequence thereof who
belong to the Scheduled Castes or the Scheduled
Tribes:

(x) up to a maximum of three years if a candidate is a
bona fide repatriate of Indian origin (Indian Paw-
port holder) from Vietnam an also a candidate
holding emergency certificate issued to him by the
Indian Embassy in Vietnam and who arrived in
India from Vietnam not earlier than July, 1975;
and

(xi) up to a maximum of eight years if a candidate be-
longs to a Scheduled Caste or a Scheduled Tribes and
in also a bona fide repatriate of Indian origin (Indian
passport holder) as also a candidate holding emer-
gency certificate issued to him by the Indian Hm-
bassy in Vietnam and who arrived in India from
Vietnam not earlier than July 1975;

fxii) up to a maximum of three year* if a candidate is
of Indian origin nnd has migrated from Kenya,
Uganda and the United Republic of Tanzania
(formerly Tanganyika and Zanzibar) or who is
a repatriate of Indian origin from Zambia, Malawi,
Zaire and Ethiopia.

• xiii) up to n maximum of eight years if a candidate be-
longs to a Scheduled Caste or a Scheduled Tribe
•and is also a bona fide repatriate of Indian origin
and has migrated from Kenya, Uganda, and the
United Republic of Tanzania, (formerly TanganylUca
nnd Znnbizar) or » a repatriate of Indian Origin)
hum Zambia, Malawi, Zaire and Ethiopia.
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(xiv) up to a maximum of five yeais in case of ex-service-
men and Commissioned Officers including ECOs/
SSCOs who have rendered at least five years Military
Service us on 1st January, 1983, and have been releas-
ed on completion of assignment (including those
whose assignment is due to be completed within six
months from 1st January, 19R3) utheiwise than
by way of dismissal or discharge on account of
misconduct or inefficiency, or on account of Physical
disability attributable to Military Service or on in-
validmem,

(xv) up to a maximum of ten years in case of ex-service-
men find Commissioned Officers including ECOs/
SSCOs who have rendered at least live year Military
Service as on 1st January. 1983, and have been
released on completion of assignment (including
those whose assignment is due to bo completed
within six months from 1st January, 1983) other-
wise than by way of dismissal or discharge on
account of misconduct or inefflciencv or »n
account of Physical disability attributable to Mili-
tary Service or on invalidmcnt; who belong to
the Scheduled Castes or the Scheduled Tribes.

(xvi) up to a maximum of three years if a candidate is
H bond fidr displaced person from erstwhile West
Pakistan and had migrated to India during the
period between 1st January, 1971 and 31st March,
1973:

(xvii) up to a maximum of eight years if a candidate-
belongs t« a Scheduled Caste or a Scheduled Tribe
and is also a bona fide displaced person from erst-
while West Pakistan and had migrated to India
durinp the period between 1st January, 1971 arid
31st March, 1973.

SAVE AS PROVIDED ABOVE THE AGE LIMITS
PRESCRIBED CAN IN N© CASE BE RELAXED.

6. A candkUto—

(a) must have passed in the first or secend division, the
Intermediate or an equivalent Examination of a
University or Board approved by the Government
of India with Matberrmtici and at least one of the
subjects Physics and Chemistry as1 subjects of the
examination.

Graduates with Mathematics and at least one of
the subjects Physics and Chemistry as their degree
subjects may also apply, or

/bY.roust haye passw} in, the first or second, division the
Higher Secondary (12 years) EKaminMton n ^ e r
10+2 pattern of Sciiool Education with Mathe-
matics and at least one of the subjects Physics and
Chemistry as subjects of the examination, or

ic) must havr passed the lirst year Examination under
llio three-year degree ccaiisi; ni a University or the
hist examination.' o[ the three-year diploma course
in Rural Services of the National Council ior Rural
Higher I-iducatiun or the 1hird ytur Examination for
prumotion to the 4lh >eur of thi± foui-yi.ur E.A./
Ll.Sy. (Evening College) Course of the Madras
University with Mathematics and tf least ono of
the biibjecls Physics and Chemistry us subjects of
the examination provided that bofore joining the-
degree/diploma course he passed the Higher Sccon-
any Indian University or a recognised Board, with
lent Examination in the first or second division.

Candidates who have passed the first/second year
Examination under the three-year degree course in
the first or second division with Mathematics and
either Physics or Chemistry as subjects of the Exa-
mination, may also ipply provided the first/second
year examination is conducted by a University; or

(d) must have passed in the first or second division the
Pre-Engineering Examination of a University; ap-
proved by the Government of India; or

(e) must liiivc passed in the first or second division the
Pre-Professlonal/Pre-Technological Examination of
any Indian University or a recognised Board, with
Mathematics and at least one of the subjects
Physics and Chemistry as subjects of the examina-
tion conducted one year after the Higher Secon-
dary or Pre-Universitv stage; or

(f) must have passed the first year examination under
the five year Engineering Degree Course of a
University; provided that before joining the Degree
Course, he passed the Higher Secondary Examina-
tion or Pre-University or equivalent examination in
the first or second division.

Candidates who have passed the first year Exami-
nation of the five-year Engineering Degree Course
in the first or second division may also »pply pro-
vided the first year Examination is conducted by
a university; or

(g) must have passed in the first or second division
the Pre-degrce Examination of the Universities of
Kerala and Calicut wittj Mathejnatici, add at least
one of the subjects Physics and Chemistry as sub-
jects of the examination.
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NoIE 1.—Candidates who are not awarded any specific
< division by the University/Board either in the Intermediate

or any other examination mentioned above will be considered
educationally eligible provided their aggregate of marks falls
within the range of marks for first or second division as
prescribed bv the ITniverMfv 'Board concerned.

NOTE II.—A candidate who has appeared at an examina-
tion the passing of which would render him eligible to appear
at the examination but has not been informed of the result
may apply for admission to she examination. A candidate
who intends to appear at such a qualifying examination may
also apply. Such candidates will be admitted to the
examination if otherwise eligible but the admission would
be deemed to be provisional and subject to cancellation if
they do not produce proof of having passed the examination,
as soon as possible and in any case not later than 19th
August, 1983.

NOTE III.—In exceptional cases, the Commission may
treat a candidate, who has not any of the qualifications pres-
cribed in this rule as educationally qualified provided that
he possesses qualifications the standard of which in the
opinion of the Commission, justifies his admission to the

_ examination.

NOTE IV.—Candidates who held Diploma in Engineering
awarded by the State Boards of Technical Education are not
eligible for admission to the Special Class Railway Appren-
tices' Examination.

7. Candidate* must pay the fee prescribed in para 5 of
the Commission's Notice.

8. All candidates in Government service, whether in a
permanent or in temporary capacity or as work-charged
employees, other than casual or daily-rated employees or those
serving under Public Enterprises will be required to submit
an undertaking that they have informed in writing, their
Head of Office /Department that they have applied for the
Examination.

Candidates should note that in case a communication is
received from their employer by the Commission withholding
permission to the candidates applying for/appearing at the
examination, their application shall be rejected/candidature
shall be cancelled.

-* * • — • ~k
9. The decision of the Commission as to the eligibility or

stherwise of a candidate for admissien to the examination
shall be final.

10. No candidate will be admitted to the examination un-
ices h' bc'd\ " rrrtificate of adrrwion ?T>m the Commi«sion

11. A candidate who is or has been declared by the Com-
mission to be guilty of---

(i) obtaining supports Tor his candidature by any means,
or

(ii) impersonifting; oi

(iii) procuring impersonation by any person; oi

(iv) submitting fabricated documents or documents
which have been tampered with; or

(v) making statements which are incorrect or false, or
suppressing material information; or

(vi) resorting to any other irregular or improper m«ins
in connection with his candidature for the examina-
tion; or

(vii) using unfair means during the examination; or

(viii) writing irrelevant matter including obscene language
or pornographic matter, in the script(s); or

(ix) misbehaving in any other manner in the examina-
tion hall; or

(x) harassing or doing bodily harm to the staff employ-
ed by the Commission for the .conduct of the'ir
examination; or

(xi) violating any of the instructions issued to candi-
dates along with their Admission Certificate per-
mitting them to take the examination; or

(xii) attempting to commit or as the case raav be abet-
ting the commission of all or any of the acts speci-
fied in the foregoing clauses.

may, in addition to rendering himself liable to criminal pro-
secution, be liable—

fa) tobe disqualified by the Commission from the exo
mination for which he is a candidate; or

(b) to be debarred either permanently or for a specified
period—

(i) by the Commission, from any examination oi
selection held by them;

Hi) by the Central Government, from any employ-
ment under them; and

(c) If he is already in service under Government. t<>
d'>cipl;narv action under the appropriate rules,

4-.421OT/82
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Provided that no penalty under this uile shall be imposed
except after—

(i) giving the candidate an opportunity o£ making such
representai'on iii writing as he may \v;sh to make
in that behalf; and

fii) taking the representation, if any, submitted by the
candidate, within the period allowed to him. into
consideration.

12. Candidates who obtain such minimum qualifying marks
in the written examination as may be fixed by the Commis-
sion in their discretion, shall be summoned by them for the
Personality Tist.

Provided fluit ca;v!ida!;s belonging to the Scheduled Castes
or Scheduled Tribes may be summoned for the Personality
Test by the Commission by applying relaxed standards if
the Commission is of the opinion that sufficient number of
candidates from these communities are not likely to be sum
moned for the Personality Test on the basis of the general
standard in order to fill up the vacancies reserved for them

13. After the examination, the candidates will be arranged
by the Commission in the order of merit as disclosed by the
aggregate marks finally awarded to each candidate; and in
that order so many candidates as are found by the Commis-
sion to be qualified bv the examination shall be recommended
for fipnointment up to the number of unreserved vacancies
decided to be filled on the results of the examination.

Provided that candidates belonging to the Scheduled Castes
or the Scheduled Tribes may, to the extent the number of
vacancies reserved for the Scheduled Castes and the Sche-
duled Tnbes cimot be filled on the basis of the general
standard, be recommended by the Commission by a relaxed
standard to make up the deficiency in the reserved quota,
subject to the fitness of these candidates for appointment to the
Service, irrespective of their ranks in the order of merit at
the examination,

14. The form and manner of communication of the result
of the examination to individual candidates shall be decided
by th-: Commission in their discretion and the Commission will
not enter into correspondence with them regarding the resiflt.

15. Success in the examination confers no right to appoint-
ment, unless Government are satisfied after such enquiry as
may be considered necessary that the candidate having regard
to 'his character nnd artecedenK is suitable in all respects
for appointment to fV Railway Service.

16. A candidate must be in eood mental and bodily health
and free from anv Physical deffct likely to interfere with the
rHcchfir^ of his duties ns in officer of the Service A candi-
date who nftT snrh "ledical examination as Government or
*b<- ,?-vi;r>rr" ;in*linrifi' TS tV nn 1 mav b" mav prescribe is
fonnd not tn c->*:<;fy thus" requirement^ will n 1 be appointed.
Onlv snr-h CT"ri:drite<i n° i"1 likelv tn r>p considered for
nnr!oint"~>"-* w:1' h" nr"1'VnTv '•"t̂ min^d Candidates will have
to nnv a '"••» of Rv 'fiOO (Rupees »rvt<".-n onivl to the Medi-
cn! Boird concerned at the time of the medical examination.

NOTE.—In order to prevent disappointment candidates are
advised to have themselves examined by a Goverment me-
dical officer of the standing .of a Civil Surgeon before apply-
ing for admission to the examination. Particulars of the nature
of the medical test to' which candidates will be subjected be-
fore appointment and of the standards required are given in
Appendix II to these Rules. For t>he disabled ex-Defence
Services Personnel the standards will be relaxed consistent
with the requirements of the service.

17. No Person-

fa) who has entered into or contracted a marriage with

a person having a spouse living, or

fb) who having a spouse living, has entered into or
contracted a marriage with any person;

sh;-ll be eligible for appointment to service.

Provided that the Central Government may, if satisfied
that such marriage is permissible under the personal law
applicable to such person and the other party to the marriage
and there are other grounds for so doing, exempt any per-
son from the operation of the rule.

18. Conditions of apprenticeship for the Special Class
Apprentices selected through this examination are given ir
Appendix III. Brief particulars relating to the Indian Railwaj
Service of Mechanical Engineers are also given in Appendb
IV.

HIMMAT SINGH
Secy., Railway Boarc

APPENDIX I

(See Rule 3)

The examination shall be conducted according to the follow-
ing plan.

Part I—Written examination carrying a maximum of 70C
rna^ks in the subject as shown below.

Part II—Personality Test carrying a maximum of 200 marks.
(Vide Rule 12)
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2. Tiic subjects of the written examination under Part I,
the time allowed and the maximum marks allotted to each
subject/paper shall be as follows :—

SI. Subject
No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

-

English . . . .

General Knowledge .

Physics

Chemistry

Mathematics I
(Algebra, Elementary Mensu-
ration, Trigonometry & Ana-
lytic Geometry)

Mathematics 11.
(Calculus—Differential and
Integral and Mechanics
(Statics and Dynamics)

Psychological Test

Total .

Code
No.

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

Time
Allowed

2 Hours

2 Hours

2 Hours

2 Hours

2 Hours

2 Hours

1 Hour

Maxi-
mum
Mark

100

100

100

!00

100

100

100

700

3. THE PAPERS IN ALL THE SUBJECTS WILL CON-
SIST OF OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS ONLY. FOR
DETAILS INCLUDING SAMPLE QUESTIONS, PLEASE
SEE CANDIDATES. INFORMATION MANUAL AP-
PENDED TO COMMISSION'S NOTICE (ANNEXURE
II).

4. IN THE QUESTION PAPERS, WHEREVER NECES-
SARY, QUESTIONS INVOLVING THE METRIC SYSTEM
OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES ONLY WILL BE SET.

5. Question papers will be approximately of the Intermediate
standard.

6. Candidates must write the answers in their own hand.
In no circumstances will they be allowed the help of a scribe
to write the answers for them.

7. The syllabus for the examination will be as shown in the
attached Schedule.

8. The Commission have the discretion to fix Qualifying
marks in any or all the subjects at the examination.

9. The candidates are not permitted to use calculators for
nnsweriflg objective type papers (Test Booklets)-. They
should not, therefore, bring the same inside the Examination
Hall.

SCHEDULE

ENGLISH (Code No. 01)— The questions will be designed
to test the candidate's understanding and command of the
language.

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE (Code No. 02)

The paper aims at testing a candidate's general awareness
of the environment around him and its application to society
the standard of answers to questions should be as expected
of students of standard 12 or equivalent.

Man and his environment

Evolution of life, plants and animals, heredity and environ-
ment-—Genetics, cells, chromosomes, genes.

Knowledge of the human body—nutrition, balanced diet,
substitute foods. Public health and sanitation including con-
trol of epidemics and common diseases. Environmental
pollution and its control. Food adulteration, proper storage
and preservation of food grains and finished products. Popu-
lation explosion, population control. Production of food and
raw materials. Breeding of animals and plants, artificial inse-
mination, manures and fertiiisers, crop protection measures,
high yielding varieties and green revolution, main cereal and
cash crops of India.

Solar system and the earth. Seasons. Climate. Weather.
Soil—its formation, erosion. Forest and their uses. Natural
calamities (cyclones, floods, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions).
Mountain;. ;ttid rivers and their role in irrigation in India.
Distribution of natural resources and industries in India.
Exploration of under-ground minerals including oil-conserva-
tion of natural resources with particular reference to the flora
and fauna of India.

History, Politics and Society in India

Vedic, Mahavir, Buddha, Mauryan, Sunga, Andhra, Kushan,
Gupta ages (Mauryan Pillais, Stupo Caves; Sanohi, Mathura
and Gandharva Schools; Temple architecture; Ajanta and
F.llora). The rise Of new social forces with the' coming of
Islam, and establishment of broader contacts. Transition,
from feudalism to capitalism. Opening of European con-
tacts. Establishment of British rule in India. Rise of
nationalism and national struggle for freedom culminating in
Independence.

Constitution of Iirdia. and its characteristic features—
Democracy, Secularism, Socialism, equality of opportunity
and Parliamentary form of government. Major political
ideologies—democracy, socialism, communism and Gandhian
idea of non-violence. Indian" political parties, pr?esure groups,
public opinion and the press, electoral svstem.

India's foreign policy and non-alignment—arms race,
balance of power. World organisations—political, social, eco-
nomic and cultural. Important events (including sports and
cultural activities) in India and abroad during the past two

•years.
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Broad features of Indian social system : the caste system
hierarchy recent changes and trends. Minority social institu-
tions—marriage, family, religion and acculturation.

Division of labour, co-opeiation, conflict and competition;
social control—reward and punishment, art, law, custom,
propaganda, public opinion; agencies of social control—
family, religion, state, educational institutions; factors of
social change—economic, technological, demographic, cultural;
the concept of revolution.

Social disorganisation iu India—Custeisin, conununalism,
corruption in public life, youth unrest, beggary, drugs, delin-
quency and crime, poverty and unemployment.

Social planning and welfare in India community develop-
ment and labour welfare; welfare of Scheduled Castes and
backward classes.

Money taxation, price demographic trends, national income,
economic growth; Private and Public Sectors; economic and
non-economic factors in planning, balanced versus imbalanced
growth, agricultural versus industrial development; inflation
and price stabilisation problems of resource mobilisation,
India s Five Year Plans.

PHYSICS (Code No. 03)

Length measurements using vernier, screw, gauge, sphcro-
meter and optical lever.

Measurement of time and mass.

Straightline motion and relationships among displacement,
velocity and acceleration.

Newton's laws of motion. Momentum, impulse, work,
energy and power.

Coefficient of friction.

Equilibrium of bodies under action of forces. Moment of
a force; couple, Newton's law of gravitation, Escape velocity.
Acceleration due to gravity.

Mass and Weight. Centre of gravity. Uniform circular
motion. Centripetal force; Simple Harmonic motion. Simple
pendulum.

Pressure in a fluid and its variation with depth. Pascal's
law. Principle of Archimedes. Floating bodies. Atmos-
pheric pressure and its measurement.

Temperature and its measurement. Thermal expansion
Gas laws and absolute temperature. Specific heat, latent
heat and their measurement. Specific heats of gases. Mecha-
nical equivalent of heat. Internal energy and First law of
thermodynamics. Isothermal and adiabatic changes. Trans-
mission of heat; thermal conductivity.

Wave motion. Longitudinal and transverse ways. Progres-
sive and stationary, waves. Velocity of sound in a gass and
its dependence on various factors. Resonance phenomena (air
columns and strings).

Reflection and refraction of light. Image formation by
curved minors and lenses. Microscopes and lelescopei. Defects
of viiion.

Prisms; deviation and dispcision. Minimum deviation.
Visible spectrum.

Field due to a bar magnet. Magnetic moment. Elements
of Earth's magnetic field. Magnetometers. Dia, para and
ferromagnetism.

hJectric criaigc, ekctnc field and potential; Coulomb's
law.

J.Isclric current; electric cells, c.m.f. resistance; Ammeters
and Voltameters; Ohm's law; resistances in scries and paral-
lel, specific resistance and conductivity. Heating effect of
current.

What stone's bridge. Potentiometer.

Magnetic effect of current; straight wire, coil and solinoid
electromagnetic; electric bell.

Force on a current-carrying conductor in magnotic field;
moving coil galvanometer; conversion to ammeter or volt-
meter.

Chemical effects of current; Primary and storage cells and
their functioning. Laws of electrolysis.

Electromagnetic induction; simple A.C. and D.C. genera-
tors. Transformers; Induction coil.

Cathode fays, discovery of the electron; Bohar model of the
atom. Diode and its use as a rectifier.

Production, properties and uses of X-rays.

Radioactivity; Alpha, Beta and Gamma rays.

Nuclear energy, fission and fusion; conversion of mats
into energy, chain reaction.

CHEMISTRY (Code No. 04)

Physical Chemistry

1. Atomic structure; Earlier models in brief. Atom as a
three dimensational model. Orbital concept. Quantum num-
bers and their significance, only elementary treatment, Paull's
Exclusion Principle. Electronic configuration. Aurbau
Principle, s, p, d and f block elements.

Periodic classification only long form. Periodicity and
electronic configuration. Atomic radii. Electro-negativity in
periods and groups.

2. Chemical Bonding, Electro-valent covalent. Coordinate
covalent bonds, Bond Properties <j aQd jt bonds, Shapes of
simple molecules like water, hydrogen sulphide methane and
ammonium chloride. Molecular association and hydrogen
bonding.

3. Energy changes in a chemical reaction : Exothermic
and Endothermic Reactions. Application of First Law of
Thermodynamics. Hess's Law of constant heat summation.

4. Chemical Equilibria and rates of reactions. Law of
Mas? Bction. Hffect of Presmrf. Temperatnre and concen-
tration on the rates of reaction. (Qualitative treatment based
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on Le Chatelier's Principle). Molecularity. First and Second
order reaction. Concept of Energy of activation. Application
io manufacture of Ammonia and Sulphur trioxide.

5. Solutions : True solutions, colloidal solutions and sus-
pensions. Colligativo properties of dilute solutions and deter-
mination of Molecular, weights of dissolved substances.
Elevation of boiling points. Depression of freezing point,
osmotic Pressure, Raoult's law (Non-tnermodynamic treat-
ment only).

6. Electro-Chemistry : Solution of Electrolytes. Faraday's
Laws of Electrolysis "Ionic equilibria. Solubility Product.

Strong and weak electrolytes. Acids and Bases (Lewis and
Bronstead's concept). P.H. and Buffer solutions.

7. Oxidation—Reduction; Modem electronic concept and
oxidation number.

8. Natural and Artificial Radioactivity : Nuclear Fission
and Fusion.' Uses of Radioactive isotopes.

Inorganic Chemistry

Brief treatment of Elements and their industrially important
compounds :

1. Hydrogen : Position in the periodic table. Isotopes of
hydrogen. Electronegative and electropositive character
Water, hard and soft water, use of water in industries. Heavy
water and its uses.

2. Group I Elements. Manufacture of sodium hydroxide,
sodium carbonate, sodium bicarbonate and sodium chloride.

3. Group II Elements. Quick and slaked lime. Gypsum.
Plaster of Paris. Magnesium sulphate and Magnesia.

4. Group III Elements. Borax, Alumina and Alum.

5. Groups IV Elements. (Coal, Coke and solid Fuels, sili-
cates, Zolitis semi-conductors. Glass (Elementary treatment)

6. Group V Elements. Manufacture of ammonia and nitric
acid. Rock phosphates and safety matches.

7. Group VI Elements. Hydrogen peroxide, allotropy of
.sulphur, sulphuric acid. Oxides of Sulphur.

8. Group VII Elements. Manufacture and uses of Fluorine
chlorine. Bromine and Iodine. Hydrochloric acid. Bleaching
powder.

9. Group O. (Noble gases) Helium and its uses.

10. Metallurgical Processes : General methods of extraction
of metals with specific reference to copper, iron, aluminium,

silver, gold, zinc and lead. Carnman alloys ef these metals;
Nickel and manganese steels.

Organic Chemistry

1. Tetiabedral nature of carbon. Hydridisation and out
bonds and iheir relative sUengtit. Single and multiple bonds.
Shapes oi molecules, Geometrical and optical isomerism.

2. General methods of preparation properties and reactions
of alkanes, alkenes and alkynes. Petroleum and its refining—
Its use as fuel.

Aromatic hydrocarbons : Resonance and aromaticity. Ben-
zene and Naphthalene and their analogues. Aromatic substitu-
tion reactions.

3. Halogen derivatives : Chloroform Carbon Tetr'achloride.
Chlorobenzene D.D.T. and Gammexane.

4. Hydroxy Compounds : Preparation, properties and uses
of Primary, Secondary and Tertiary alcohols. Methanol,
Etbanol Glycerol and Phenol. Substitution reactions at ali-
phatic carbon atom.

5. Ethers : Dictlryl et&er.

6. Aldehydes and Ketones : Formaldehyde, Acetaldehyde
Benbaldehyde, acetone, acetophenone.

7. Nitro compounds amines : Nitrobenzene, TNT, Aniline
Diazonium Compounds. Azodyes.

8. Carboxylic acid : Formic, acetic, benezic and salicylic,
acids acetyl salicylic acid.

9. Esters : Ethylacetate, Mefchyle salicylates, ethyl benezo-
ate.

10. Polymers : Polythene, Tejlon, Perspex, Artificial Rubber,,
Nylone and polyester fibres.

11. Nonstructural treatment of Carbohydrates. Fats and
lipids, amino acids and proteins—Vitamins and hormons.

MATHEMATICS I (Code No. 05)

Algebra , -• I

Number Systems—Natural members. Integers, Rationals
and Irrationals and their elementary properties.

Elementary Number Theory—Division algorithm Prime
and Composite numbers. Multiples and factors Factori-
zation Theorem, H.C.F. and L.C.M. Euclidean Algorithm.

Logarithms and their use.

Basic Operations. Simple factors H.C.F., L.C.M. of
polynomials. Solution of quadratic equations, relations bet-
ween its roots and coefficients. Division^ algorithm.

Laws of Indices, A.P. and G.P. Geametric series and its
application—to recurring decimal fractions.
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Permutations and Combinations. Binomial Theorem for
positive integral index. Applications of Binomial Theorem
for rational indices to approximations.

Simultaneously linear equations (upto three unknowns) and
their solutions. Fitting of t quadratic curve y = a +
bx+cxa for given values of y at x\ Xs and x3.

Simultaneous linear inequations (in two unknowns) and
their graphs 2 x 2 Matrices and elementary operations Iden-
tity matrix. Inverse of a matrix Determinants of order not
exceeding 3.

\ Elementary Mensuration

Area of plane figures. Volumes and surfaces of cubes,
pyramids right circular .cylinders; cones and spheres.

(Practical problems involving the above topics will be
asked and appropriate formulae supplied, if necessary.)
Trigonometry '

Angles and their measures in grades and radians. Trigono-
, metrical ratios.

Addition formulae. Sine, cosine and tangent of multiples
and sub-multiples of angles. Periodicity and graphs of sine,
cosine, and tangent. Solution of simple Trigonometric
equations.

Simple cases of heights and distances.
Analytic Geometry

Equation of a line in a plane. General equation of first
degree Angle between two lines, Parallel and perpendicular
lines.

Cartesian equation of a pair of straight lines.

Equation of a circle. General equation. Equation of tan-
gent and normal to a circle. Radical axis of two circles.
Family of circles.

Standard equations of parabola, elipse and hyperbola.
Equations of tangent and normals at a point on the curve.

(Candidates may be allowed the use of 4-place logarithmic
tables where considered necssary by th Commission.)

MATHEMATICS 11 (Code No. 06)

Calculus (Differential and Integral)

Real functions through examples, their graphs. Composite
and inverse functions. Algebra of real functions. Examples
Of rational and trigonometric functions and step function.

The notions of limit and continuity of a function and of
sum difference, product and quotient of functions.

Derivative of a function at a point. Derivative as instan-
taneous rate of change1 and as slope ef a surve. i

Derivative of sum difference, product snd quotient ot
lunctiofli.. Dcavatives of. composite lunctions and of in-
verse of 1—1 functions. Derivatives of polynomial functions,
rational functions, irrational functions, trigonometric func-
tions and inverse trigonometric functions.

Primitives of functions and indefinite integrals.

Calculation of primitives in simple cases—integration by
(simple) substitution and by parts.

Mechanics {Vector methods would be permissible)

Statics: Representation of a force, parallelogram of forces.
Composition and resolution of forces. Like and unlike paral-
lel forces. Moments, couples. Conditions of equilibrium—
Concurrent forces and coplanar forces (not exceeding 4).

Triangle of forces.

Centre of gravity of simple bodies.

Work and power. Simple machines (lever, system of pul-
leys, gear).

Dynamics : Displacement, speed, velocity and acceleration
of a particle. Motion in a straight line under constant acc-
eleration. Simple problems on projectiles. Motion of two
masses connected by a string. Conservation of energy.

(Candidates may be allowed the use of 4-place logarithmic
tables where considered necessary by the Commission).
PSYCHOLOGICAL TEST (Code No. 07)

The questions will be designed to assess the basic intelli-
gence and mechanical aptitude of the candidates.

PERSONALITY TEST

Each candidate will be interviewed by a Board who will
have before them a. record of his career both academic and
extramural. They will be asked questions on matters of
general interest. Special attention will be paid to assessing
their potential qualities of leadership, initiative and intellec-
tual curiosity, tact and other social qualities, mental and
physical energy, power of practical application and integrity
of character.

APPENDIX II

REGULATIONS FOR THE PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
OF CANDIDATES FOR APPOINTMENT TO THE
INDIAN RAILWAY SERVICE OF MECHANICAL

ENGINEERS

[These regulations are published for the convenience of
candidates and in order to enable them to ascertain the pro-
bability of their coming up to required physical gtaadud.
The regulations are also intended to provide guidelines to
the medical examiners and a candidate who does not satisfy
the minimum requirements prescribed in the regulations can-
not be declared fit by the medical examiners. However
while holding that a candidate fs «ot fit according to the
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norms laat down IU these regulations u would be picuiissibk
tor a medical Board to recommend to the Government of
India for reasons specifically recorded iu writing that he may
be admitted to seivice without disadvantace to Government.

It should, however, be clearly understood that the Govern-
ment of India reserve to themselves absolute discretion of
reject or accept any candidate after considering the report of
the Medical Board.].

1. To be passed as lit for appointment a candidate must
be in good mental and bodily health and free from any
physical defect likely to interfere with the efficient perform-
ance of the duties of his appointment.

2. (a) In the matter of the correlation of age, night and
chest girth of candidates of India (including Anglo-Indian)
race, it is left to the Medical Board to use whatever cor-
relation figures are considered most suitable as a guide in
the examination of the candidates. If there be any dispro-
portion with regard to height, weight and chest girth the
candidate should be hospitalised for investigation and X-Ray
of the chest taken before the candidate is declared fit or not
fit by the Board.

(b) however, the minimum standards for height and chest
girth, without which candidates cannot be accepted, are as
follows :

Male candidates

Female candidates

Height

152 Cm.

. 150 Cm.

Chest
girth
fully
expanded

84 Cm.

79 Cm.

Expan-
sion

5 Cm.

5 Cm.

The minimum height prescribed is relaxable in case of
candidates belonging to Scheduled Tribes and to races such
as Gorkhas, Garhwalw, Assemese, Nagaland Tribals, etc.
whose average height is distinctly lower.

3. The candidate's height will be measured as follows : —

Us will remove his shoes and be placed against "the
standard with his feet together and the weight
thtown on the heels and not on the roes or other
sides of the feet. He will stand erect without rigi-
dity and with the heels, calves, buttocks ai.ci
shoulders touching the standard; the chin will be
depressed to bring the vertex of the head level under

iIK- huii/.oninl bai nod ihe height will be recorded
in centimetres and parts ®f a centimetre to halv»s.

4. The candidate's chest will be measured as follows : —

He will be made to stand erect with his feet together
and to raise his arms over his head. The tape wifl
be so adjusted round the cUest that its upper edge
touches the interior angles of the shoulder blades
behind and lies in same horizontal plane when the
tape is taken round the chest. The arms will then
be lowered to hang loosely by the side and care
will be taken that the shoulders are not thrown
upwards or backwards so as displace the tape.
The candidate will then be directed to take a deep
inspiration several times and the maximum expan-
sion of the chest will be carefully noted, and the
minimum and maximum will then be recorded in
centimeteres, thus 84—89, 86- -93, etc. In recording
the measurements, fractions of less than i centi-
metre should not be noted.

N.B.—The height and chest of the candidate should be
measured twice before coming to a final decision.

5. The cvandidate will also be weighted and his weight re-
corded in kilograms, fraction of half a kilogram should not
be noted.

6. The candidate's eye sight will be tested in accordance
with the following rules. The result of each test will be
recorded.

(i) General.—The candjdate's eyes will be submitted to
a general examination directed to the detection of
any disease or abnormality. The candidate will be
rejected if he suffers from any squint or morbid
conditions of eyes, eye lids or contiguous structures
of such a sort as to render or are likely at a future
date to render him unfit for service.

(ii) Visual Acuity.—The examination for determining
the acutenes of vision includes two tests one for
distant, the other for near vision. Each eye will
be examined separately.

There shall be no limit for minimum naked eye
vision but the naked eye vision of the candidates
shall, however, be recorded by the Medical Board
or other medical authority in every case, as it will
furnish the basic information in regard to the condi-
tion of the eye.
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I lie candidate will be examined with the upjuruiuii miJ
according to tbe method prescribed by the Railway Boards
Standing Advisory Committee of Medical Officers, to deter-
mine his acuity of" vision.

N.B—No candidate will be accepted for appointment
whose standard of vision does not come up to
requirement specified below.—

The standard oi visual acuity with or without glasses
should be as follows: —

For candidates.
below 35 years
of age . .

Distant

Better
Eye

. 6/6
or

. 6/9

Vision

Worse
Eye

6/12
or
6/9

Near>

Better
Eye

J-I

/ision

Worse
Eye

Ml

NOTE : (.1)

(a) Total Myopia (including the cylinder) shall not
exceed + 4.00D.

fb) Total Hypermetropin, (including the cylinder) shall
not exceed + 4.00D.

(c) in every case of myopia, fundus examination should
be carried out and the results recorded. In the

event of any pathological conditions being present
which is Hkely to be progressive and effect the effi-
ciency of the candidate, he shall he declared unfit.

NOTE : (2)

Colour Vision :

The testing of colour vision is compulsory and the result
should be normal in respect of all candidates. Satis-
factory colour vision constitutes recognition of sig-
nal red, green and white colours with ease and
without hesitation. Both the Tshihara's plates and
Edridge'a Green lantern shall be used for testing
colour vision-

Colour perception should be graded into higher and lower
grade depending upon the size of the aperture in the lnntern
as described below :—

Grade

1. Distance between the
lamp and the candidate

2. Size of the aperture

3. Time of exposure

Higher Grade
of Colour
perception

16'

1 -3 mm

5 Seconds

Lower Grade
of Colour
perception

W

13 mm

5 Seconds'

Higher grade of colour perception is essential for Special
Class Apprentices.

NoiP. : (3)

The S*Jil of vision shall be tested in respect of all
Services by the confrontation method Where such
test gives unsatisfactory or doubtful results the field
of vision should be determined on the perimeter.

Non; , Hi

Night Blindness :

Nigh: blindness need not be tested as a routine, but only
in special cases. No standard test for the testing
of night blindness or dark adaption is prescribed.
The Medical Board should be given the discretion
lo impiovise such rough tests e.g. recording of
visual acuity with reduced illumination or by mak-
ing the candidate recognise various objects in a
darkened room after he has been there for 20 to
30 minutes. Candidate's own statements should not
always be relied upon, but they should be given
due consideration.

NOTE : (5)

Ocular conditions ot)wr than visual acuity :

(a) Any organic disease or a progressive refractive
error which is likely to result in lowering the visual
acuity should be considered as a disqualification.

(b) Squint—The presence of binocular vision is essen-
tial Squint even if the visual acuity is of the
prescribed standard, should be considered as a
disqualification.

(c) One eyed person.—One eyed persons will not be
eligible for appointment.

NOTE : (6)

Contact Lenses :

During the medicn! examination of a candidate, the use
of contact lenses h not to be allowed. It is neces-
sary that when conducting eye test, the illumination
of the type letters for distant vision should hav«
an illumination of 15 foot candles.

NOTE : (7)

Tt shall be open to Government to relax any one of
the conditions in favour of any candidates for
special reasons.

7. Blood Pressure :

The Board will use its discretion regarding Blood Pressure.

A rough method of calculating normal maximum systolic
pressure is as follows :—

(i) With young subjects 15—25 years of ape (he
average is about 100 plus the age.

fii) With subjects over 25 years of age the general
rule of 110 plus half the aee seems cmite satis-
factory.
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N.B.—As n general rule any systolic pressure over
140 mm and diastojic over 90 mm should be
rewarded as suspicious and the candidate should be
hospitalised bv the Board before Riving their final
opinion reRardinR the candidate's fitness or other-
wise. The hospitalization report should indicate
whether the rise in blood pressure is of a transient
nature due to excitement etc. or whether it is due
to any organic disease. • In all such cases X-Ray
and electrocardiographic examination of heart and
blood urea clearance test should also be done as
a routine. The final decision as to fitness or other-
wise of a candidate will, however, rest with the Medi-
cal Board only.

Method of taking Blood Pressure :

t

The mercury manometer type of instrument should be used
aa a rule. The measurement should not be taken within
fifteen minutes of any exercise or excitement Provided the
patient and particularly his arm is relaxed he may be either
lying or sitting. The Brm is supported comfortably at the
patients side in a more or less horizontal position. The arm
should be freed from clothes to the shoulder. The cuff com-
pletely deflated, should be applied with the middle of the
rubber over the inner side of the arm and its lower edge an
inch or two above the bend of the elbow. The following
turns of cloth bandage should spread evenly over the bag
to avoid bulging during inflation.

The brachial artery is located by palpitation at the bend
of the elbow and the stethoscope is then applied lightly and
centrally over it below, but not in contact with the cuff.
The cuff is inflated to about 200 mm. Hg. and then slowly
deflated. The level at which the column stands when soft
Buccesslve sounds are heard represents the Systolic Pressure.
When more air is allowed to escape the sounds will be heard
to Increase In intensity. The level at which well-heard clear
sound change to soft muffled fadding sounds represents the
dlastolic pressure. The measurement should be taken in a
fairly brief period of time as prolonged pressure of the cuff is
irritating to the patient and vitiate the readings. Re-checking,
if necessary, should be done only a few minutes after-complete
deflation of the cuff. (Sometimes, as the cuff is deflated
sounds are heard at a certain level they may disappear as
pressure falls and reappear at a still lower level. This Silent
Gap may cause error in reading),

8. The urine (passed in the presence of the examiner)
should be examined and the result recorded. Where a Medical
Board finils Supar prc«ent in a candidate's urine by the usual

chemical tests, the Board will proceed with the examination
with all its other aspects and will also specially note any signs
or symptoms suggestive of the diabetes if except for the gly-
cosuria the Board finds the candidate conforms to the
standard of medical fitness required they may pass the candi-
date "fit subject to the glycosuria being non-diabetic" and
the Board will refer the case to a specified specialist irl Medi-
cine who has hospital and laboratory facilities at his disposal.
The Medical Specialists will cany out whatever examinations,
clinical and laboratory, he considers necessary including a
standard blood sugar tolerance test, and will submit his opinion
to the Medical Board upon which the Medical Board will base
Its final opinion "fit" or "unfit1'. The candidate will not be
required to appear in person before the Board on the second
occasion. To exclude the effects of medication it may bei
necessary to retain ft candidate for several days in hospital,
under strict supervision.

9, A woman candidate who as a result of tests is found
to be pregnant of 12 weeks standing or over, should be
declared temporarily unfit until the confinement Is over. She
should be re-examined for a fitness certificate six weeks after
the date of confinement, subject to the production of ft medi-
cal certificate of fitness from a registered medical practitioner.

10. The following additional points should be observed :—

(a) that the candidate's hearing in each ear is good and
Ghat there is no sign of disease of the ear. In case
the hearing is defective, the candidate should be
got examined by an Ear Specialist, provided that, if
the defect is of a temporary nature, remediable by
operation but without the use of Hearing Aid, and
provided further that the candidate has no progres-
sive disease in the ear, he can be declared fit. The
following are the guidelines for the medical exami-
nation authorities in this regard :—-

(0 Marked or tolal deafness in Unfit for appointment
one ear, other oar being as Special Class Appren-
normnl, tices.
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(ff) Perceptive deafness in both Unfit for appointment
ears in which some improve- as Special Class Appren-
ment is possible by a hearing tices.
aid.

(Ui) Perforation of tympanic Any unhealed Perfora-
membrane of central or tion of eardrum would
marginal type. disqualify but evidence

of healed lesion would
not be a cause for dis-
qualification.

(fv) Ears with raastoid cavity Unfit for appointment
sub-normal hearing on one as Special Class Apprenf
side/both sides. tices.

(v) Persistently discharging ear- Temporarily unfit for
operated/unoperated. both technical and non-

technical jobs.

(v/) Chronic infiammatory/aller- (i) A decision will be
gic conditions or" nose with taken as per cir-
or without bony deformities cumstances of indi-
of nasal septum. vidual cases.

(it) V deviated nasal
septum is present
with symptoms Tem-
porarily unfit.

(WO Chronic Inflammatory con- (/) Chronic inflamma-
ditions of tonsils and/or tery conditions of
Larynx. tonsils and/or

Larynx—Fit.

iff) Hoarseness of voice
of severe degree
if present then—
Temporarily unfit.

(vltt) Benign or locally malignant (/) Benign tumours—
tumours of the E.N.T. Temporarily unfit.

(it) Malignant tumours
—Unfit.

(for) Otosclcrosis Unfit for appointment
as Special Class
Apprentices.

(x) Congenital defeats of ear, '(0 If not interfering
nose or throat. with functions—Fit.

(//) Stuttering of severe
. degree—Unfit.

(^/) Nasal Poly. Temporarily Unfit,

(b) that his/her speech is without impediment;

(c) that his/her teeth arc in good order and that he/she
is provided with dentures where necessary for effec-
tive mastication (well-filled teeth will be considered
as sound);

'(d) that the chest is well formed and his/her cheat
expansion sufficient and that his /her heart and lungs
are sound;

(e) that there is no evidence of any abdominal disease;

(f) that he/she is not ruptured;

(g) that he/she does not suffer from hydrocele, varicose
veins or piles;

(h) that his/her limbs, hands and feet are well formed
and developed and that there is free and perfect
motion of all his/her joints;

(i) that he/she does not suffer from any inveterate skin
disease;

(j) that there is no congenital malformation or defect;

(k) that he/she does not bear traces of acute or chronic
disease pointing to an impaired constitution;

(1) that he/she bears marks of efficient vaccination;
and

fm) that he/she is free from communicable disease.

11. Radiographic examination of the chest should be done
as a routine In all cases for detecting any abnormality of
the heart and lungs which may not be apparent by ordinary
physical examination.

When any defect is found it must be noted in the Certi-
ficate and the medical examiner should state his opinion
whether or not it is likely to interfere with the efficient
performance of the duties which will be required of the
candidate.

NOTE.—Candidates are warned that there is no right of
appeal from a Medical Board, special or standing appointed
to determine their fitness for the above Service. Tf, however
Government are satisfied on the evidence produced before
them of the possibility of an error of judgment in the ded-
flon of the first Board, it Is open to Government to allow
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an appeal to a second board. Such evidence should bo sub-
mitted within one month ot the date oi the curnmmMcation
in which the decision Ot the first Medical Boaid is communi-
cated to the candidate, otherwise no request tor an appeal to
a second Medical Board will bo considered.

•

It auy medical certificate is produced by a candidate as
a piece of evidence about the possibility of an error of judg-
ment in the decision ot the lust Hoard, the certificate will
not be taken into consideration unless it contains a note by
the medical practitioner concerned to the effect that it has
been given in lull knowledge ot the tact that the candidate
has already been rejected as unfit for service by the Medical
board.

Medical Board and their report

The following intimation is made for the guidance of the
Medical Examiner :

1. The standard of physical fitness to be adopted should
make due allowance for the age and length of service, if any
of the candidate concerned.

2. No person will be deemed qualified for admission to the
public service who shall not satisfy Government, or the
appointing authority, as the case may be, that he ha* no
disease, constitutional affection, or bodily infirmity unfitting
him, or likely to unfit him for that service.

3. It should be understood that the question of fitness in-
volves the future as well as the present and that one of the
main objects of medical examination is to secure continuous
effective service, and in the case of candidates for permanent
appointment to prevent early pension or payments in case
of premature death. It is at the same time to be noted that
the question is one of the likelihood of continuous effective
service, and that rejection of a candidate need not be advised
on account of the presence of a defect which in only a small
proportion of cases is found to interfere with continuous
effective service.

4. A lady doctor will be co-opted as a member of the
Medical Board whenever a woman candidate is to be
examined.

5. The report of the Medical Board should be treated us
confidential.

6. In cases where a candidate is declared unfit for appc
ment in the Government service, the grounds for rejection
may be communicated by the appointing authority to the
candidate in broad terms without giving minute details re-
garding the defects pointed out by the Medical Board.

7. In cases where a Medical Board considers that minor
disability disqualifying a candidate for Government service
can be cured by treatment (medical or surgical) a statement
to that effect should be recorded by the Medical Board. There
is no objection to a candidate being informed of the Boards
opinion to this effect by the appointing authority and when
a cure has been effected it will be open to the authority
concernd to ask for another Medical Board.

(A) Candidate's statement and declaration

The candidate must make the statement required below
prior to the Medical Examination and must sign the Declara-

tion appended thereto. His attention should be specially
directed to the warning contained in the Note below :—

1. State your name hi full (in (block letter*)

2. State your age and birth place

3. (a)Do you belong to races such as
Gorkhas, Garwalis, Assamese, Naga-
land Tribes etc. whose average height
is distinctly lower 7 Answer 'Yes' or
'No' and if the answer is 'Yes', state
the name of the race.

4. (a) Have you ever had small pox,
Intermittent or any, other fever,
enlargement or suppuration of glands,
Spitting of blood, asthma, heart dis-
ease, lung disease, fainting attacks,
rheumatism appendicitis ?

. OR

(b) Any other disease or accident re-
quiring confinement to bed and medi-
cal or surgical treatment.

3. When were you last vaccinated 7

6. Have you or any of your near rela-
tions been afflicted with consumption
scrofula gout, asthma, fits, epilepsy or
insanity?

7. Have you suffered from any form of
nervousness due to over-work or any
other cause ?

8. Furnish the following particulars concerning your
family:—
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Mother's age Mother's age No. of No. of
if living at death sisters living, sisters dead,
and and their ages their ages
state of cause sf and state of at and
health death health cause of

death

9. Have you been examined by a Medical Board before 7

10. If answer to the above is yes, please state what
service/»ervice» you were examined for ?

11. Who was the examining authority?

12. When and where was the Medical Board held 7

13. Result of the Medical Board's examination if com-
municated to you or if known.

I declare all the above answers to be to the best of my

belief, true and correct.

Candidate's signature

Signed in my presence

Signature of Chairman of the Board

NOTE :—The candidate will be held responsible for the
accuracy of the above statement. By wilfully sup-
pressing any information he will incur the nsk of
losing the appointment and, if appointed, of for-
feiting all claims to Superannuation Allowance or
Gratuity.

(B) Report of the Medical Board on (name of candi-
date) physical examination.

1. Gquoral Development : Good ; . . . ,

Fair Poor

Nutrition : Thin average

obese
Height (without shoes)
Weight Best Weight
When 7 Any recent change
In weight 7
Temperature

Girth of Chest:— '

(1) (After full inspiration)

(2) (After full expiration)

2. SUn. Any #fcvieuj ditease

3. Byes :

(1) Any disease

(2) Night blindness

(3) Defect in colour1 vision

(4) Field of vision

(5) Visual Acuity

(6) Funduj Examination

Acuity * Naked With Strength of glasses
of vision eye glasses

Sph. Cyl. Axis

Distant vision R.E.
L.E.

Near vision R.E.
L.E.

Hypermetropia R.E.
(Manifest) L.E.

4. Ears : Impection Hearing

Right Ear

5. Glands

6. Condition of teeth

7. Respiratory System : Does physical examination reveal
anything abnormal in the respiratory organs ?

If yes, explain fully

8. Circulatory System :

(a) Heart : Any organic lesions
Rate : Standing

After hopping 25 times
2 minutes after hopping

Blood pressure :

Diostolic : Systolic :

' 9. Abdomen Girth Tenderness
Hernia

(a) PalpRble : liver
Spleen Kidneys
Tumours

(b) Haemorrhoids Fistula

10. Nervoug System : Indications of nervous or mental
dtaabttitki.
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11. Loco Motor System : Any Abnormality

12. Gcnito Urinary System : Any evidence of Hydrocelc,
Variooccle, etc.

Urine Analysis :

(n) Physical appearance

(b) Sp. Or

(c) Albumen

(d) Sugar

(e) Casts

(f) Cells

13. Report of X-ray examination of Chest.

14. Ii there anything in the health of the
candidate likely to render him unfit for
the efficient discharge of his duties hi
the service for which he is a candidate 7

NOTE :—In case of a female candidate, if it U found that
she is pregnant of 12 weeks standing or over she
should be declared temporarily unfit, vide regula-
tion 9.

15. For which services has the candidate
been examined and found in all res-
pects qualified for the efficient and
continuous discharge of his duties and
for which of them is he considered
unfit.

Date

Place

President

Member

APPENDIX IH

Conditions of Apprenticeship for Special Class

Apprentices Selected through the Examination

The terms and conditions of Apprenticeship will be as set
out hi the form of agreement prescribed In the Indian Rail-
way Establishment Manual, brief particulars of which are
given below :—

1. A Candida* offered appointment tm a Special CUu .
Railway Apprentice shall execute in agreement m the pres-

cribed form binding himself and one surety jointly and
severally, to refund, in the event of his failing to complete
training as a Special Class Railway Apprentice or to accept
the service as an officer on probation in the Indian Railway
Service of Mechanical Engineers, if offered to him, to the
satisfaction of the Government, any moneys paid to him and
any other moneys expended by Government on him, the
Government being the exclusive judge of the quantum of
such expense.

The apprentices will be liable to undergo practical and!
theoretical training for 4 years in the first instance under
an Indenture, binding them, to serve on the Indian Railways
on the completion of their training, if their services are
required. The continuance of apprenticeship from year to
year will depend on satisfactory reports being received from
the authorities under whom the apprentices may be working.
If at any time during his apprenticeship, any apprentice does
not satisfy the superior authorities!that he is making good
progress, he will be liable to be discharged from the appren-
ticeship.

NOTB.—The Government of India may at their discretion
alter or modify the periods and courses of training.

2. The practical and theoretical training referred to above
will be given in a railway workshop for four years of their
apprenticeship. Special Cla^s Apprentices must pass within
this period either Parts 1 ana 2 of the council of Engineer-
ing Institutions Examination (London) or Section 'A' and 'B'
of the Associate Membership of Institution of Engineers
(India) Examination, The apprentices will be granted a
stipend of Rs. 350 per mensem during the 1st and 2nd years
and Rs. 400 per mensem during the 3rd and 4th years.
During the apprenticeship, the candidates will be required to
undergo both theoretical and practical training. There will
be in all six Semester Examinations passing each of which is
compulsory. If unsuccessful at any of these examinations
they will depending on their performance, be asked to sit for
and pass in supplementary examination or reverted to the
next lower batch or removed from apprenticeship.

NOTE.—Except as provided for in paragraph 4 below or in
cases of discharge or dismissal due to insubordination, intem-
perance or other misconduct or breach of agreement, a
week's notice of discharge from apprenticeship will be given.

3. Before the completion of 4th year of training referred
to in paragraph 2 above, the apprentices will be listed in order
of merit on the results of the examination held and the
reports on the apprentices received during the period of
apprenticeship. Successful apprentices will be appointed on
probation for 3 years hi the Indian Railway Service of
Mechanical Engineers.

NOTE.—An apprentice will be considered to have obtained
the qualifying standard if he obtains a minimum of 50 per
cent marks in the aggregate In all the examination* held dur-
ing tho six Semester Examlnatons of his training including the
marks of the reports of the Principal, Indian Railways
Institute of Mechanical and Electrical Engineers, JamsJpur
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and of the Deputy Chief Mechanical Engineer, provided that
in each of the six Semester Examinations he has obtained a
minimum of 43 per cent marks in the aggregate and a mini-
mum of 40 per cent marks in any one subject.

4. Unsuccessful apprentices will be discharged from their
apprenticeship, one month's notice of discharge being given
along with the intimation that the apprentice has been un-
successful.

5. After successful completion of 4 years apprenticeship,
the apprentices will be appointed as probationers in the Indian
Railway Service of Mechanical Engineers subject to tha
proviso below para 1 in Appendix IV. Particulars as to pay
and,general conditions of service for officers of Indian Rail-
way Service of Mechanical Engineers have been given hi
Appendix IV.

APPENDIX IV

Particulars Regarding (he Indian Railway Service of

Mechanical Engineers

1. The period of probation will be three years. The
appointment and pay as probationers will commence from
(a) the date of completion of 4 years of the apprenticeship
or (b) the actual date of completion of training whichever is
later;

Provided however that those Special Class Apprentices who
could not pass Parts I & II of AMIME (London)/Parts A

' & B of AMIE (India) Examination within 4 years of their
apprenticeship will be deemed to have been appointed as
probationers only from the. date when they pass in full either
of these examinations.

NOTE.-—(i) The retention in service of probationers and
the grant of annual increments are subject to satisfactoty
tvporti on their work beine received at the end of each ywr
of probation.

(M) The iervice« of a probationer may b* Urmiattod on
three month* notice on cither lide.

2. During the 1st and 2nd years of probation they will b«
sent to one or more of the Indian Railways for undergoing
training in accordance with the SylUbus prescribed for the
purpose as modified from time to time. The probationers
may also be required to attend after working hours, a tech-
nical colleae or special lectures on Engineering subjects. They
will be Riven an oral test at the end of each phase of training
during these two years of training and at the end of the 2nd
year, they will be given u. written test to be conducted jointly
by the Chief Mechanical Engineer and the Chief Operating
Superintendent of the Railway to which they are posted, on
the training received by the probationers during this period,
The qualifying marks at this test will be 50 per cent.

3. DurinK the probationary period, they will have to attend
a prescribed course of training in the Railway Staff College,
Baroda and to qualify in the test held in the College. The
test in the College is compulsory and a second chance, in the
event of failure, will not be given except in exceptional
ciremflstances and provided the record of the officers is such

,as to justify such relaxation being made. Failure to pass the
test may involve the termination of service, and to any case
the officers will not be confirmed till they pass the test, then-
period of traininjE and/or probation bein^ extended as neces-
sary. Before the end of the second year ol. probation, they
will be required to undergo a departmental examination which
will include. Accounting and Estimating General and Subsi-
diary Rules, Factory Act, Workmen's Compensation Act,
ability to handle labour and general application to work or
works on which each officer is engaged while on probation.
They will be required to pass the departmental examinations
within the second year of the probationary period. Failure to
pass the examination may result in termination of service and
will, in any case, involve stoppage of increments. In case
where the probationary period has to bei extended for failing
to pass anv or all the departmental examination within the
stipulated period on their passing the departmental examina-
tion and being confirmed after the expiry of extended period
of probation the drawal of the first and subsequent incvementa
will be regulated by the Rules and Orders in force from time
to time. It must be note that a second chance to pass any
examination will as a rule not be given except under excep-
tional circumstances and only provided the other record of
the candidate during the period of his training is such as to
justify such relaxation being ma*de.

NOTE.—The period of training and the period »f probation
against a working post may be modified at the discretion
of Government. If th^ period of training is extended in any
case due to the training not having been completed satis-
factorily, the total period of probation will be correiponding-
ly extended.

4. Probntioners should have already passed or should pass
during the period of probation, an examination in Hindi t*
the Devanagari script of an approved standard. Thit' exami-
nation may be the "PRAVEEN" Hindi Examination which
•is conducted bv the Directorate of Education, Delhi, or o«» .
of the equivalent Exfiminationi recognised by the Central
Government.
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No probationary officer can be confirmed or his pay in the
tfano scale raised to Rs. 780.00 per month unless he fulfils
thk requirement; and failure to do so will involve liability
to termination of service. No exemption can be granted.

5. Any person appointed to the Indian Railway Service o.r
Mechanical Engineers shall, if ao required, be liable to serve
in any Defence Service or post connected with the Defence
of India for a period of not less than four years including
the period spent on training, if any;

Provided that such a person

(a) shall not be required to serve as aforesaid after the
expiry of ten years from the date of appointment as
probationer;

(b) dull not ordinarily bo required to serve as aforesaid
after nttainfne fhe age of forty years.

6. Officers of the Indian Railway Service of Mechanical
Engineers—

* (a) will be elifilble to pensionary benefits, and

(b) shall subscribe to the State Railway Non-Contribu-
tory Provident Fund under the Rules of that fund;

M applicable to Railway Servants appointed on the date they
join service.

7. Pay will commence from the date of joining service
. as a probationer. Service for increments will also count

from the same date subject to paragraph 3 above. Parti-
culars as to pay are contained in paragraph 10 of this
Appendix.

8. Officers recruited under these reflations shall be eligible
for leave in accordance with the rules for the time being
in force applicable to officers of Indian Railways.

9. Officers will ordinarily be employed throughout their
service on the Railway to which they may be posted on
first appointment and will have no claim, as a matter of right
to transfer to some other Railway but the Government of

India reserve the right to transfer such officer* i» the
exigencies of service, to any other Railway or Project in of
out of India. Officers will be liable to serve in the Stora
Department oF Indian Railways if and when called upon to
do so."

10. The following are the rates of pay at present admis-
sible to officer* appointed to Indiw Railway Service of
Mechanical Empneen.

Junior scaled Rs. 700—40—900—EB—40—1,100—50—
1,300/-.

Senior scale : Rfl. 1,100 (6th year or under)—50—1,600/-.
Junior Administrative Grade: Rs. 1,500—66—1,800—

100—2.000/-.

Senior Administrative Grade : (i) 2,250—125/2—2,5019,
(ii) Rs. 2,500—125/2—2,750/-.

NOTE 1.—Probationary officers will start on the mtn.lm»»
of the Junior scale and will count their service for increment
from the date of joining. They will, however. b« requiroi
to pass any departmental examination or examinations thtft
may be prescribed before their pay can be. raised from
Rs. 740.00 p.m. to Rs. 780.00 p.m. in the time scale.

NOTE 2.—Increment from Rs. 740.00 to Rs. 780.00 will
be stopped if they fail to pass departmental examinations
within the first two years of the training and probationary
period. In cases where the training period has to be ex-
tended for failure to peas all the departmental examinatioM
within the stipulated period, on their passing the departmental
examinations after expiry of the extended period of training
their pay from the date following; that on which the last
examination ends, will be fixed at the stage, in the tine
scale, which they would have otherwise attained but no
arrears of pay would bo allowed to them. In such cases
the date of future increments will not be affected.

11. The increments will be given for approved service only
and in accordance with the rules of the Department.

12. Promotion to the Administrative grades are dependent
on the occurrence of vacancies in the sanctioned establish-
ment and arc made wholly by selection, mere seniority does
not confer- any claim for such promotion.
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